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ABSTRACT
A system was established for the evaluation of sources of
optical radiation with respect to recommended ocular exposure
limits. This system consists of a diode array radiometer
calibrated for absolute radiometric measurements and software
for the application of the currently accepted threshold limits for
exposure to the various wavelengths of radiation. Absolute
calibration of the array radiometer was accomplished to within 3
percent of values obtained by a conventional instrument.
Day-to-day repeatability of the instrument indicates the
possiblility of absolute calibration of the detector array
responsivity for everyday use in the measurement of continuous
sources to an accuracy of plus-or-minus 2.8 percent. It was also
determined that the output of several optical sources used in
copying machines and photography can exceed the retinal thermal
Threshold Limit Value. One typical 35 mm photographic flash
exceeded the threshold at a range of 3 meters. Other threshold
expressions were not exceeded at significant distances or exposure
durations for these sources.
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INTRODUCTION
Ocular hazards from optical radiation have been known since
ancient times when Plato wrote of eclipse blindness (solar
retinitis) in his Phaedo. ( 1 ) The human visual system has a
built-in aversion response which is activated when very high
intensity sources are viewed. (2) This response can be easily
observed when a person moves from a darkened room to a very bright
area; squinting, or even covering of the eyes, occurs. The flash
sources which were evaluated are of interest because they emit
significant levels of ultraviolet (UV) and visible radiation, and
their duration is too short to allow for the aversion response. (3)
Although the existence of hazards has never been disputed,
the exact causes of various types of ocular damage have been
debated over the years. (4) The effects of excessive exposure to
optical radiation on the eye and the causes of various ailments
have recently become topics of considerable research. It has
generally been accepted that various types of damage are caused by
various regions of the spectrum. (5) These effects will be
discussed later.
Precise exposure thresholds are very hard to determine due to
the nature of the experiments required. Experiments have been
performed on monkeys and rabbits to determine exposure
limits. (6, 7,8 ) Several government agencies have suggested
threshold limits for the various spectral regions and some of
these have been accepted for practical use. (9,10)
The various regions of the visible and ultraviolet spectrum
are responsible for different ocular effects. Damage can also be
caused by infrared radiation, but those effects are not considered
here. This study was limited to ultraviolet and visible
radiation.
Ultraviolet radiation has been used for the destruction of
bacteria in applications such as toilet-seat sanitation and the
packaging of organic materials .( 11 ) Unfortunately, this property
of ultraviolet radiation can also cause damage to the eye.
Ultraviolet radiation has been shown to cause photokerati tis and
cataracts .( 12 ) Photokeratitis is the inflammation of the cornea
due to exposure to optical radiation. Cataracts are opacities in
the lens. (12) The effects of ultraviolet radiation on the retina
are not well known because, until recently, it was believed that
no UV radiation could reach it. (13) Since most of the damage from
ultraviolet radiation occurs at the surface of the eye, it is not
necessary to be looking directly at the source. These damages do
not become evident for several hours after exposure. This may
permit a severe exposure to not be noticed until it is too
late. (14)
Radiation in the visible region of the spectrum is also
responsible for ocular damage. Radiation of wavelengths from
approximately 400 to 500 nanometers is thought to be responsible
for photochemical damage of the reti na . ( 7, 15 ) The cause of this
damage is referred to as
"blue-light" hazard. This photochemical
damage can occur at irradiances far too low to cause thermal
damage. ( 16 )
Thermal damage, or retinal burns, can also be caused by
visible radiation (400-700 nm) . This damage occurs when the
irradiance levels are high enough to produce a significant
temperature rise in the retina. Thermal damage is immediately
perceived at the time of exposure .( 17 )
The possibility of harmful radiation from high output xenon
flash sources and fluorescent sources was investigated. Sources
of particular interest were the xenon flash lamps used in some
electrophotographic copiers. It has been recommended that copiers
employing these sources utilize a device which does not allow
copies to be made with the document cover open. (18) Some machines
have been produced with interlocked document covers. However, it
is possible to make copies on some machines with the document
cover open. This is often done when copies are being made
directly from a book and the cover cannot be closed. Several
photographic flashlamps typically used in 35 mm amateur
photography were also investigated in this study. The fluorescent
sources evaluated were high-output apertured sources which are
used in photocopiers.
There are several significant reasons for evaluating these
sources. The xenon flash sources are accessible to persons who
may be unaware of possible dangers and the flash durations are too
short to allow adaptation or aversion. They are also potential
emitters of high levels of ultraviolet and visible radiation .( 19 )
While the exposure duration of the fluorescent sources is long
enough to allow for aversion, they represent a possible problem
because certain phosphors do not appear to be extremely bright to
users .
Sliney and Wolbarsht outlined methods for this type of
evaluation of broad band sources. (20) However, past efforts have
been devoted mainly to sources of long duration (at least several
seconds) .( 10 ) This was mainly due to instrumentation. It was
very difficult to accurately measure the spectral power
distribution of flash sources. The spectral data would have to be
collected by measuring a different flash at each wavelength. This
method requires the assumption that each flash is identical and
makes it difficult and very time consuming to perform replicate
measurements. Standard spectral power distributions for xenon
sources cannot be used because the spectral distribution of a
source varies according to the physical surroundings (i.e.
filters, reflectors) and electrical current applied. This makes
it necessary to measure the emissions from the actual sources.
The recent development of diode-array radiometers has enabled
the accurate characterization of flash sources. (21) However, the
accuracy of absolute spectroradiometric measurements made with an
array radiometer has not been significantly investigated. Since
the array radiometer used in this investigation was calibrated
many times over a period of two months, the long-term
repeatibility of the absolute calibration was also evaluated. The
potentials for use of array radiometers for absolute
spectroradiometric measurements, and the results of long-term
calibration data are of great interest to the scientific
community .( 22 ) There is tremendous potential for this new
technology if it can be used for reliable radiometric
measurements. A Tracor Northern TN-6100 series diode-array rapid
scan spectrometer was used in this investigation.
Once the absolute spectral power distribution of the source
is known, it must be determined whether the output exceeds maximum
permissible levels for the spectral regions of interest. Various
exposure threshold limits have been recognized by several
agencies .( 10 ) These agencies include the American Conference of
Government Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) , the United States
Department of Health and Human Services (USDHHS), and the National
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). The maximum
permissible exposure limits, recommended by the ACGIH, which were
used in this study were summarized by Sliney and Wolbarsht (23)
and used at the Xerox Corporation (10) for similar evaluations.
These limits have also been published by the ACGIH as Threshold
Limit Values (TLV's).(5)
The ultraviolet region of the spectrum has been broken into
three sections, UV-A (320-400 nm) , UV-B (200-320 nm) , and UV-C
(<200 nm) . UV-C radiation is not considered in hazard analysis
because these wavelengths are not transmitted through air. UV-B
radiation is responsible for photokeratitis and it has been
suggested that UV-A radiation is partially responsible for
cataractogenisis . ( 13 )
The UV-A permissible exposure limit established by the ACGIH
is given by the following expression:
^t-E(X)*AN: 1.0 Joule/cm'
E ( X) is the spectral irradiance of the source at the surface of
the eye in watts per square centimeter and t is the duration of
exposure in seconds.
The UV-B expression for the exposure limit is given by:
Jt.E(X)-S(M-AX^ 0.003 Joule/cm2.
E(>) is the source spectral irradiance, t is the exposure
duration, and S(X) is a spectral weighting function characterizing
the effectiveness of each wavelength in producing a hazard. The
S(>) weighting function is known as the ACGIH Action Spectra. The
S(X) weighting function is illustrated graphically in figure
1.(24)
The "blue-light" photochemical exposure threshold for a 3 mm
pupil is given by the following expression:
Woo
2L t'L(X)-B(A)-AX^ 100 Joule/(cm sr) .
X=Vto
L(X) is the source radiance in watts per square centimeter per
steradian, t is the exposure duration in seconds, and B(\) is the
Figure 1. UV-B hazard spectral weighting function, S(\).
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Figure 2. Blue-light hazard spectral weighting function, B(A).
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blue-light hazard weighting function. The B(^) function is
illustrated graphically in figure 2.(25)
The blue-light exposure limit given above assumes a 3 mm
pupil, which would be the case for continuous viewing of a bright
source. This may not apply well to the flash sources evaluated
here. However, the photochemical damage normally is caused by
longer exposure times, and the blue-light threshold would only
apply to multiple flashes or the continuous fluorescent sources.
In the case of repeated flashes, the pupil would contract to the 3
mm diameter and this expression is applicable.
The visible thermal threshold expression is given as:
tL(X)'R(\)-A\< VFVoc Joule/(cm sr).
L(X) is the source radiance, t is the exposure duration (limited
to durations from 1 microsecond to 10 seconds ) ,Ot is the angular
subtense of the source in radians, and R(X) is the thermal hazard
weighting function. OC can be calculated by dividing the maximum
dimension of the source by the viewing distance. The R(X)
function is given in figure 3.(25)
There were three main objectives for this study. First, to
develop methods of metrology for flash sources and the absolute
calibration of an array radiometer system. Second, to develop
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Figure 3. Visible thermal hazard spectral weighting function,
R(A).
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software for the ocular exposure threshold evaluation of optical
sources. This software is to be used not only for this study, but
also to allow the Munsell Color Science Laboratory to provide this
evaluation as a service to R.I.T. and the surrounding industrial
community. Third, to evaluate several optical sources commonly
used in the graphic arts and photography.
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EXPERIMENTAL
The instrument used in this investigation was a Tracor
Northern TN-6100 series diode array rapid scan spectrometer
(DARSS) with a TN-6048 fixed-grating spectrograph. This
particular system utilizes a 512-diode array and has a wavelength
range from 240.8 to 870.8 nanometers with a 1.2329 nanometer
increment. Schematic diagrams of the diode array and the
spectrograph are given in figures 4 and 5. The instrument
contains a mainframe computer system which allows the immediate
storage of up to 16 complete spectral measurements. The mainframe
is also capable of performing many mathematical operations on the
raw data such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
scaling, and smoothing. These abilities were utilized to average
several scans for each measurement and to subtract out the
detector dark current after each scan. It is possible to make
complete spectral measurements in 5 milliseconds. This
measurement time is limited by the electronics which readout the
diodes, not the response time of the detector array. The ouptut
current from the diode array is analog-to-digital converted with a
12 bit converter which produces final output in the form of
digital counts from 0 to 4095. The reader is referred to the
Tracor Northern technical manuals for a further description of the
instrument . ( 26 )
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Figures 4 and 5. Schematic diagrams of the diode array detector,
its aperture response and the fixed-grating spectrograph. ( 26 )
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To allow for additional data manipulation, the Tracor
Northern radiometer is interfaced with a DEC LSI-11 computer
system with software which allows for data input and output,
wavelength scale calibration, and conversion of data to more
useful digital formats. From this system the data can easily be
transferred to the Munsell Color Science Laboratory's main
computer system (DEC PDP 11/73) or R.I.T. 's DEC VAX/VMS systems.
Ocular threshold evaluation software was written for
treatment of the collected data. A program was written for each
Threshold Limit Value mentioned in the introduction. In addition,
a calibration program was written to convert the output digital
counts to spectral irradiance using the calibration data of a
standard source of spectral irradiance. The threshold evaluation
programs input the spectral irradiance values for the test source
as well as other necessary data such as source area, measurement
distance, and exposure duration. The proper spectral data
(irradiance or radiance) are then weighted by the appropriate
function and summed. The programs then output the exposure
threshold and/or the summation at various viewing distances
entered by the user. Flow charts, FORTRAN code, and sample output
for each of the computer programs are located in appendix A.
Threshold limit evaluation forms were also developed to aid in the
use of these programs. One of these forms is also included in
appendix A.
When it was required to convert spectral irradiance data to
spectral radiance, the following formula was used: (27)
15
L(X) = (EOO-(r2+d2))/A.
Where L(X) is the spectral radiance, E(X) is the spectral
irradiance, r is the source radius, d is the measurement distance,
and A is the source area. To calculate spectral irradiance values
at different viewing distances, the inverse of the above formula
was used by plugging the desired distance and the radiance
calculated at the measurement distance to determine the spectral
irradiance at the new distance.
The sources evaluated in this study are listed in table 1.
The Kodak source consisted of a breadboard setup from the
Ektaprint 200 series copiers. Since this was a complete
breadboard (including lamps, reflectors, platen glass, and power
supply) setup, this source was evaluated both with and without the
platen glass in place. The platen glass is the glass where
documents are placed for duplication. The Xerox source was a
similar assembly from the 1075 copier. The platen glass was not
available for this source, but evaluations made for the source and
reflector assembly. The source-plus-reflector evaluations closely
represent the radiation reaching users of these copying machines
since both incorporate further diffusers after these assemblies.
However, it is possible that maintenance and assembly workers
could be exposed to higher levels of optical radiation. Both of
the above sources are xenon flashes with
16
Table 1. List of Sources Evaluated
Source
[XI]
[X2]
[X3]
[X4]
1X5]
[X6]
1X1]
1X8}
[Fl]
[F2]
[F3]
[F4]
[F5]
Description
Kodak Ektaprint, lamps and reflector, with platen
glass
Kodak Ektaprint, lamp and reflector, without
platen glass.
Xerox 1075, lamp and reflector, no platen glass
Minolta Auto Electroflash 132X
Canon Speedlite 188A
Soligor MK-32A
Sunpak Auto 522
Hanimex PRO 550
Green Apertured Fluorescent
Light Blue Apertured Fluorescent
Cool White Apertured Fluorescent
Violet Apertured Fluorescent
Red-Blue Apertured Fluorescent
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dedicated power supplies. The power supplies used were the same
as those used in the actual machines and all measurements were
made at the highest output levels.
The next five sources are common photographic flashes. They
were borrowed from faculty and students to represent a somewhat
random sample of flashes. They are all xenon flash sources and
were measured under there own power supplies. All of these
flashes were automatic, allowing for the flash to be quenched when
the film has been properly exposed. For this study, the flashes
were operated in manual mode to measure the maximum posible
output. Each of these flashes was evaluated as it would be used,
with no special considerations.
The last five sources are high-output apertured fluorescent
tubes supplied by the Xerox Corporation. They are of the type
used in office copying machines and represent five different
phosphors. The power supply used with these sources was also
supplied by Xerox and is similar to those which are in use. There
are other considerations, discussed below, which must be accounted
for when measuring the output of fluorescent sources.
A tungsten-halogen source with a quartz envelope was used to
calibrate the photometric scale of the radiometer. This was a
45-watt standard of spectral irradiance calibrated by Optronic
Laboratories (SN L-376). This source was operated at 6.50 amperes
using a regulated power supply.
Additional data on both the test sources and the standard
source are located in appendix B.
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The digital output of the radiometer was converted to
absolute radiometric terms using data collected by measuring the
standard source and the absolute spectral irradiance calibration
values of that source. The calibrated spectral irradiance values
of the standard source were divided by the digital count output
from the radiometer when the standard source was measured. This
produces spectral calibration data which have units of irradiance
per digital count. These calibration data are then multiplied by
the digital count output for the test source wavelength by
wavelength. The result is then the absolute spectral irradiance
values for the test source. All of the above calculations were
calculated in the calibration program listed in appendix A.
The wavelength scale of the radiometer was set and verified
using a mercury emission source. Several emission peaks across
the spectrum can easily be checked with this source. The
wavelength and photometric scales of the radiometer were
calibrated each time measurements were made.
The accuracy of the absolute radiometric calibration was
checked by measuring the output of a 125 watt tungsten source with
the array radiometer and then with a traditional (one detector)
spectroradiometer manufactured by Optronics. The agreement was
excellent and results are given in the following section. A
comparison was also made between these two radiometers using a
flash source. This required an individual flash to be measured at
each wavelength when using the conventional, one channel,
radiometer.
19
The Tracor Northern array radiometer was calibrated several
times over a period of about two months during this study. This
allowed for the comparison of calibration data from day-to-day
over an extended time to determine whether the diode array could
be calibrated for spectral responsivity to allow direct absolute
measurements for everyday use.
All of the test sources were measured on-axis, normal to
their "front" surface. In other words, the flashes were aimed
directly at the entrance slit of the radiometer.
The Kodak source was masked to a smaller, circular size, due
to its extremely long size (unmasked approx. 13 X 50 cm, masked to
approx. 13 cm diameter). The elongated shape of the unmasked
source would have made the radiance-irradiance conversion formula
invalid at short viewing distances. The remaining xenon flash
sources were of the shape and size appropriate for direct
measurement without masking. The fluorescent sources were masked
such that a 2.54 X 2.54 cm square in the center of the tubes was
measured. The masking should not have a significant effect on the
calculated radiance values because the smaller measured irradiance
is divided by the smaller area of the masked source. However, any
calculations involving irradiance are valid only for the masked
source. This is not a bad approximation, however, because when
the copying machines are being used there is usually a document on
the platen masking a significant portion of the sources. See the
additional source data (appendix B) for exact dimensions of
sources and areas measured.
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An additional metrology problem for the fluorescent sources
is that their output changes significantly as a function of
operating temperature and their temperature changes as a function
of time after they are turned on. (28) This problem was solved by
measuring the output of the fluorescent sources with the array
radiometer as a function of time at five second intervals after
the source was switched on. The very short measurement time of
the DARSS system assured that the output was not changing during a
single measurement. With this analysis, it was determined that
the radiometric output of the fluorescent sources peaked 30
seconds after the (cold) source was turned on. For
simplification, all of the measurements of the fluorescent sources
were made 30 seconds after the cold source was turned on with a
scan time of 0.020 second.
Each source was measured a total of nine times. The diode
array dark current was immediately subtracted from each spectrum
in the darkened room. For the flash sources, an integration time
on the order of one second was used during which the flashes were
set off. These data were immediately reduced to three means of
three trials using the mathematical functions intrinsic to the
Tracor system. The remaining three sets of data were each
evaluated with the hazard evaluation software to determine the
variation in the apparent hazard level due to instrumental and
source variation.
As indicated above, the array radiometer integrates the
irradiance incident upon it over the entire exposure time. For
21
nonpulsed sources, the normal radiometric quantities of radiance
and irradiances are found by simply dividing out the exposure
time. However, for flash sources this approach is incorrect due
to the changing output of the flash as a function of time. For
this study, all of the threshold limit expressions require the
spectral irradiance or radiance to be multiplied by the exposure
time. Conveniently, this is exactly what an array radiometer
measures. For the xenon flash sources, the measured quantities
are exposure and integrated radiance. Exposure is defined as the
integral over time of irradiance (in this case irradiance is a
function of wavelength and time). Integrated radiance is the
integral over time of radiance. These definitions are
mathematicaly given as follows:
Exposure = I E(>,t)dt;j (>,
(ux,Integrated Radiance = |L(Xft)dt.
For the fluorescent sources the quantities remain simply
irradiance and radiance.
The final step in the complete ocular exposure threshold
evaluation of optical radiation sources is the logical
interpretation of the numbers. A source cannot be deemed
hazardous based simply on the fact that it exceeds the recommended
exposure Threshold Limit Value. It must also be determined
whether the source could ever be viewed in a way similar to the
22
way in which it was measured. Even then, the only conclusion
which can be drawn is that the threshold is exceeded. Judgements
on the level of hazard cannot be made without the collection and
interpretation of biological data. In this study, actual viewing
conditions were simulated as closely as possible and, hopefully,
these sources were evaluated fairly.
23
RESULTS
The numerical results of this study are given in the tables
and figures on the following pages. Figure 6 is a plot of the
spectral irradiance calibration curve for the Tracor Northern
Array radiometer. It is given in units of watts per square
centimeter incident on the entrance slit per digital count output
of the radiometer. The dashed lines represent plus-and-minus one
standard deviation for 15 trials over a two month period. The
2
mean value of the calibration curve was 7.209E-09 W/cm /D.C. with
a mean standard deviation of 2.034E-10. The percent standard
deviation was plus-or-minus 2.82 % on average.
Table 2 is the comparison of the absolute radiometric
measurements of the 125-watt tungsten source using the Tracor
Northern array radiometer and a conventional Optronics
radiometer. The irradiance measured with each instrument is given
at selected wavelengths along with the relative deviations. The
mean square deviation was 3.5 %. Table 3 contains similar results
for a xenon flash source. The correlation was not as good for the
pulsed source as for the tungsten. Possible reasons for this are
discussed later.
Tables 4-11 contain the threshold evaluation results for the
various xenon flash sources. The numbers given are the maximum
viewing distance at which the threshold limit value was exceeded.
The values are given for the three trials (where each reported
value represents the mean of three measurements) as well as the
mean and standard deviation of the three trials. For the
24
thresholds which could not be exceeded with a single flash, the
number of flashes required to exceed the threshold is reported.
This number of flashes is reported at a distance equal to the
distance at which the visible thermal threshold was exceeded.
These values may not be meaningful (i.e. 10,000 flashes), but they
are included for complete comparison of the various hazards. The
following abbreviations are used in the tables for the various
exposure thresholds: UVB (UV-B exposure threshold); UVA (UV-A
exposure threshold); BLUE (3 mm pupil blue-light exposure
threshold); VIS (visible thermal exposure threshold).
Table 12 is a table of the maximum distances for which
visible thermal threshold is exceeded with a viewing duration of
10 seconds for the various fluorescent sources. Similar results
are given in table 13 for the UV-B exposure threshold. The
results for the UV-A and blue-light evaluations of the fluorescent
sources are given in tables 14 and 15 respectively. These
evaluations are for a 2.54 cm segment of the fluorescent tubes,
not the entire tube (not applicable to blue-light threshold since
radiance is used).
Plots and tables of spectral radiance or integrated radiance
are located in appendix C.
25
Figure 6. Calibration curve for Tracor Northern array radiometer,
Solid line represents the mean of 15 trials over a two month
period. Dashed lines are plus-and-minus one standard deviation.
(Mean percent standard deviation =-t2.8 %)
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Table 2. Absolute measurement comparison between Tracor Northen
array radiometer and traditional Optronics radiometer. Values are
spectral irradiance (W/cm ) for a 125 watt tungsten source (mean
of three trials) .
\(nm)
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
Optronics Tracor % Deviation
3.01E-08 2.96E-08 1.7
1.51E-07 1.53E-07 -1.3
4.30E-07 4.46E-07 -3.7
8.91E-07 9.06E-07 -1.7
1.56E-06 1.55E-06 0.6
2.24E-06 2.25E-06 -0.5
2.97E-06 2.95E-06 0.7
3.46E-06 3.54E-06 -2.3
4.01E-06 4.12E-06 -2.7
4.55E-06 4.53E-06 0.4
Mean Squared % Deviation = 3.5 %
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Table 3. Absolute measurement comparison between Tracor Northern
array radiometer and traditional Optronics radiometer. Values are
spectral irradiance (W/cm ) for a pulsed xenon photographic flash.
X(nm) Optronics Tracor % Deviation
400 8.99E-08 7.45E-08 17.1
450 1.53E-07 1.47E-07 3.9
500 1.52E-07 1.51E-07 0.7
550 1.54E-07 1.47E-07 4.6
600 1.53E-07 1.46E-07 4.6
650 1.42E-07 1.41E-07 0.7
700 1.33E-07 1.32E-07 0.8
750 1.44E-07 1.27E-07 11.8
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Table 4. [XI] Kodak xenon source, lamps and reflector, with platen
glass. Maximum viewing distances at which exposure threshold
limit is exceeded.
HAZARD ==> Trial A, Trial B, Trial C, Mean (Std. Dev.)
UVB ==> Not exceeded, 40,200 flashes at 101 cm
UVA ==> Not exceeded, 66,600 flashes at 101 cm
BLUE ==> Not exceeded, 9330 flashes
VIS ==> 100 cm, 100 cm, 102 cm, 100.7 (1.2) cm
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Table 5. [X2] Kodak xenon source, lamps and reflector, without
platen glass. Maximum viewing distances at which exposure
threshold limit is exceeded.
HAZARD ==> Trial A, Trial B, Trial C, Mean (Std. Dev.)
UVB ==> Not exceeded, 1100 flashes at 116 cm
UVA ==> Not exceeded, 12,700 flashes at 116 cm
BLUE ==> Not exceeded, 8330 flashes
VIS ==> 117 cm, 115 cm, 117 cm, 116.3 (1.2) cm
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Table 6. [X3] Xerox xenon source, lamp and reflector, without
platen glass. Maximum viewing distances at which exposure
threshold limit is exceeded.
HAZARD ==> Trial A, Trial B, Trial C, Mean (Std. Dev.)
UVB ==> Not exceeded, 2100 flashes at 115 cm
UVA ==> Not exceeded, 32,000 flashes at 115 cm
BLUE ==> Not exceeded, 16,700 flashes
VIS ==> 116 cm, 115 cm, 113 cm, 114.7 (1.5) cm
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Table 7. [X4] Minolta Auto Electroflash 132X. Maximum viewing
distances at which exposure threshold limit is exceeded.
HAZARD ==> Trial A, Trial B, Trial C, Mean (Std. Dev.)
UVB ==> Not exceeded, 264,000 flashes at 307 cm
UVA ==> Not exceeded, 750,000 flashes at 307 cm
BLUE ==> Not exceeded, 710 flashes
VIS ==> 328 cm, 304 cm, 290 cm, 307.3 (19.2) cm
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Table 8. [X5] Canon Speedlite 188A. Maximum viewing distances at
which exposure threshold limit is exceeded.
HAZARD ==> Trial A, Trial B, Trial C, Mean (Std. Dev.)
UVB ==> Not exceeded, 138,000 flashes at 171 cm
UVA ==> Not exceeded, 303,000 flashes at 171 cm
BLUE ==> Not exceeded, 1400 flashes
VIS ==> 187 cm, 168 cm, 159 cm, 171.3 (14.3) cm
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Table 9. [X6] Soligor MK-32A. Maximum viewing distances at which
exposure threshold limit is exceeded.
HAZARD ==> Trial A, Trial B, Trial C, Mean (Std. Dev.)
UVB ==> Not exceeded, 30,200 flashes at 156 cm
UVA ==> Not exceeded, 41,500 flashes at 156 cm
BLUE ==> Not exceeded, 1680 flashes
VIS ==> 158 cm, 149 cm, 160 cm, 155.7 (5.9) cm
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Table 10. [X7] Sunpak Auto 522. Maximum viewing distances at
which exposure threshold limit is exceeded.
HAZARD ==> Trial A, Trial B, Trial C, Mean (Std. Dev.)
UVB ==> Not exceeded, 13,000 flashes at 194 cm
UVA ==> Not exceeded, 33,400 flashes at 194 cm
BLUE ==> Not exceeded, 1680 flashes
VIS ==> 187 cm, 202 cm, 194 cm, 194.3 (7.5) cm
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Table 11. [X8] Hanimex PRO 550. Maximum viewing distances at
which exposure threshold limit is exceeded.
HAZARD ==> Trial A, Trial B, Trial C, Mean (Std. Dev.)
UVB ==> Not exceeded, 82,500 flashes at 134 cm
UVA ==> Not exceeded, 49,500 flashes at 134 cm
BLUE ==> Not exceeded, 2120 flashes
VIS ==> 139 cm, 132 cm, 132 cm, 134.3 (4.0) cm
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Table 12. Maximum distance at which the visible thermal
threshold is exceeded for the various fluorescent sources.
At these distances, the threshold is exceeded with an
exposure duration of 10 seconds. At shorter distances, the
threshold is exceeded with a shorter exposure time. At
longer viewing distances, the threshold cannot be exceeded.
Mean values for all trials (3 sets of 3). Standard
deviations were on the order of plus-or-minus 1 %.
Source Exp .
10
, Time
sec .
Distr-
[Fl] 4.1 cm
[F2] 10 sec . 7.7 cm
[F3] 10 sec . 6.3 cm
[F4] 10 sec . 17.9 cm
[F5] 10 sec . 5.4 cm
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Table 13. Minimum exposure time (in minutes) for which the UV-B
exposure threshold is exceeded at various viewing distances for
the fluorescent sources. Mean values for all trials (3 sets of
3). Standard deviations were on the order of plus-or-minus 5 %,
SOURCE
Distance [Fl] [F2] [F3] [F4] [F5]
2 5.0 cm 1400 1380 1731 1823 2107
17.5 cm 688 679 851 896 1036
10.0 cm 228 224 282 296 343
2 . 5 cm 19 18 23 24 28
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Table 14. Exposure time (in minutes) required to exceed the UV-A
exposure threshold at a viewing distance of 1 cm for the various
fluorescent sources, (mean values)
Source Exp. Time Dist .
[Fl] 46 min. 1 cm
[F2] 30 min. 1 cm
[F3] 36 min. 1 cm
[F4] 30 min. 1 cm
[F5] 45 min. 1 cm
At a viewing distance of 12 cm the exposure time required to
exceed the UV-A threshold is greater than 1 day in all cases.
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Table 15. Exposure time (in hours) required to exceed the 3 mm
pupil blue-light exposure threshold for the various fluorescent
sources .
Exp. Time
15 hrs .
7 hrs .
11 hrs.
3 hrs .
13 hrs.
Source
[Fl]
[F2]
[F3]
[F4]
[F5]
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DISCUSSION
As shown in figure 6, the long-term calibration of the Tracor
Northern DARSS was very repeatable with a mean standard deviation
over a two month period of plus-or-minus 2.8 %. The accepted
level of uncertainty for the calibrated standard of spectral
irradiance is plus-and-minus 2 %.(29) This would be a very
acceptable level of accuracy for everyday absolute
spectroradiometric measurements. The variation in the calibration
curve is due not only to instrumental variation, but is also due
to variability in the placement of the standard lamp, the current
applied to the lamp, and other measurement errors. Taking all of
the above factors into account, it is apparent that variation in
the absolute response of this array radiometer system is of the
same magnitude as the uncertainty in the absolute calibration of
the transfer standard. This indicates that the system could be
used as a calibrated radiometer, without first measuring the
output of a standard source, for day-to-day measurements.
However, it is still recommended that a standard source be
measured and the system be fully calibrated for any measurements
for which the highest possible accuracy is required.
The comparison of absolute spectroradiometric measurements
between the array radiometer and the conventional radiometer given
in table 2 is very encouraging. The deviations between the two
measurements are within the accepted limits of uncertainty for
this type of measurement. The fact that the deviations are in
both the positive and negative direction indicate that they are
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most likely caused by random measurement errors, such as lamp
positioning and current. The comparison for a flash source (table
3) showed greater deviation. All of the deviation for the flash
was also in one direction (higher output with conventional
radiometer) indicating that there may be some systematic
variation. One possibility is that there was more stray light in
the room where the measurements were made on the conventional
radiometer. Another important consideration is the assumption
that repeated flashes have the same output. The data collected
here shows no indication of this problem. There is also some
question as to the differences in response of the two types of
spectroradiometers to pulsed sources of short duration. These
variations could be an important area for further investigation.
The combination of the long-term calibration and instrumental
comparison results is very interesting since array radiometers are
a very new technology and are seldom used for absolute radiometric
measurements. This study has shown that the Tracor Northern DARSS
can be used to make absolute radiometric measurements of
continuous (non-pulsed) sources with the same degree of accuracy
as a conventional one-detector, scanning spectroradiometer . This
knowledge, combined with the very short measurement times of the
array radiometer, opens up many new areas for investigation using
this technology.
The results of the threshold limit analysis of optical
sources must be interpreted very carefully. A source cannot be
deemed hazardous just because its output exceeds a given Threshold
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Limit Value. There are many other variables involved, such as the
viewing angle, any motion of the source, time average exposure,
and adaptation of the ocular system of the viewer. The risk
assessment of complete systems is an area for further study. The
only correct conclusion which may be drawn is that a given source
does or does not exceed the threshold limits and care should be
taken when using a source which does exceeed the threshold.
Table 4 contains the results of the exposure evaluation for
the Kodak xenon source [XI] measured through the platen glass.
The platen glass transmits almost no radiation of wavelengths less
than 390 nm. This explains the lack of significant levels UV-A or
UV-B radiation and therefore no problems with exceeding the
thresholds were observed in these spectral regions. The very
large number of flashes required to exceed the threshold in the UV
region represents several days of continuous viewing of this
source. These numbers are included for only comparison with other
sources .
The blue-light threshold is not exceeded with a single flash
from this source. It would require about 150 minutes of viewing
one flash per second to exceed this threshold. This is possible,
but highly unlikely due to the extreme brightness of the source.
The blue-light threshold is designed for the situation in which a
very bright source is being viewed for an extended period of time
and the pupil contracts to the smaller size. This would be the
case if repeated flashes were viewed for an extended period of
time. One flash has greater potential to cause thermal damage
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than photochemical damage.
The visible thermal evaluation was the most interesting for
this source, and all the xenon flashes. The Kodak lamps with
platen glass exceeded the visible thermal threshold limit at a
distance of 101 cm. This is a very significant distance and the
source could easily be viewed from a distance less than 101 cm
under normal conditions. For all of the visible threshold
evaluations of the xenon flashes, exposure durations were used
which were published in the operation manuals of the sources.
These flash durations are given with the source data in appendix
B.
There are also some other considerations when evaluating the
exposure of users of a device such as a copying machine. The
users cannot be subjected to a direct exposure from the lamps.
The radiation is diffused and then reflected to the platen where
the document is placed. To attempt to evaluate the radiation
levels actually capable of reaching users, the evaluation was
repeated for the copier sources assuming the source size to be
that of the lamps and the reflectors in which they are mounted.
This is equivalent to assuming that the lamps and reflectors are
covered with a diffusing material which effectively creates a
uniform source the same size as the reflectors. This is the case
in the actual copying machines, and therefore this type of
evaluation is proper for analyzing the radiation users are exposed
to. However, it is important to note that these evaluations do
not take into account other variables such as radiation reflected
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from other parts of the copying machine or the document cover.
These evaluations are accurate for the source and reflector
combination only.
In the interest of completeness, the Kodak lamps were also
evaluated with the platen glass removed. The results for the
lamps and reflectors without the platen glass are shown in table
5. Without the platen glass, the ultraviolet radiation emitted by
the source could reach the eye. This is illustrated by the fact
that the UV-B threshold was exceeded by the source with many fewer
flashes. This shows that there is UV radiation emitted by these
xenon lamps. However, the level of ultraviolet radiation is still
quite low. The change in the spectral power distribution of the
source with and without the platen glass is illustrated in the
spectral integrated radiance plots for each source which are
located in appendix C.
The blue-light threshold is exceeded with exposure to 8330
flashes when the platen glass is removed. This is significantly
fewer than when exposure is through the platen glass. The visible
threshold was exceeded at a distance of 116 cm for the
lamp-reflector combination.
Table 6 contains similar results for the xenon source used in
the Xerox 1075 copier. The platen glass was not available with
this source, the evaluation is of the bare lamp. The addition of
platen glass would have a similar effect to that which was
observed with the Kodak source. The Xerox source appears to
contain less blue energy than the Kodak source as it requires
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approximately twice as many flashes to exceed the blue-light
threshold with the Xerox source. The visible thermal threshold is
exceeded by the Xerox source at a distance of 115 cm for the
lamp-reflector combination. From these results, it is apparent
that the Kodak and Xerox copiers expose users to similar levels of
radiation. The Xerox copier has an added safety factor in that
the lamp-reflector assembly is directed down, away from users and
the radiation is reflected an additional time before it can reach
users .
The next five sources evaluated were photographic flashes
commonly used in 35 mm photography. These are also xenon flashes
and exceeded the visible thermal threshold in all cases. All of
these photographic flashes incorporated a plastic filter or lens
which absorbed most of the ultraviolet radiation. None exceeded
the UV-B or UV-A exposure threshold limits at any distance for a
single flash. The number of flashes required to exceed the
ultraviolet thresholds is too great too be considered
significant. The blue-light exposure threshold is not exceeded by
any of the photographic flashes.
Table 7 contains the evaluation results for a Minolta Auto
Electroflash 132X (source [X4]). Of significant interest, is the
visible thermal threshold which is exceeded by the Minolta flash
at a viewing distance of 307 cm. This represents a distance at
which this flash could be viewed quite easily under normal
photographic conditions. The measurement of this flash, and all
of the photographic flashes, was made in manual mode which
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represents the greatest possible output of the flash. If the
flashes were used in their automatic modes, it is likely that the
flash would be quenched before reaching its full duration when
people are being photographed at close range. However it would
not be difficult to create conditions in which a person at close
range could be exposed to the full flash, even when the flash is
in automatic mode. It is also not unusual for these flashes to be
used in manual mode which produces a full flash no matter what the
subject. The evaluation of this source indicates that the visible
threshold can be exceeded at a range of three meters.
The fact that these photographic flashes exceed the visible
threshold is compounded because that people are very likely to be
looking directly at the flash or the camera and some people, such
as models, could be exposed to a large number of these flashes in
the course of an average working day.
The Canon Speedlite 188A ([X5], table 8) exceeds the visible
threshold at a distance of 171 cm. This is not as bad as the
Minolta flash, but 171 cm is still a very possible exposure
distance for this type of source.
Source [X6], a Soligor MK-32A photographic flash, exceeds the
visible thermal threshold at a range of 156 cm. This is one of
the lower radiance photographic flashes, which is due not to a
lower total output, but to the larger size of this flash in
comparison to the others. Therefore, the same amount of energy is
spread across a larger image area on the retina.
Table 10 contains the results for a Sunpak Auto 522 flash
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([X7]). This flash has the highest output of the photographic
flashes evaluated, but it is also one of the largest. This flash
exceeds the visible thermal exposure threshold at a distance of
194 cm.
The Hanimex PRO 550 (table 11, [X8]) had the lowest radiance
of the photographic flashes, exceeding the visible thermal
threshold at 134 cm. This flash appeared to have a more effective
diffuser than the others, spreading its energy over a greater
solid angle.
Another topic of interest in the spectroradiometric
measurement of photographic flashes is the repeatability of the
output from one flash to another and differences in the color
rendering of flashes of various duration .( 30 ) The repeated
measurements of the xenon flashes from copying machines with
sophisticated power supplies showed the flashes to be almost
identical from one to the next throughout the evaluation.
However, the photographic flashes showed significant variation
from flash-to-flash. Some showed a continuous decrease in the
output from flash-to-flash indicating the possibility of battery
drain. Even though these flashes are set off by the discharge of
a capacitor, apparently, in some models, the capacitor is not
charged to the same level when the batteries become weakened.
Since this study involved the measurement of typical output, the
strength of the batteries was not important as long as it was
similar to that which is commonly used. Fresh batteries were used
for these measurements. However, the variation experienced in
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this study may be of interest in further investigations to
determine whether or not changes in the flash output have major
effects on the color reproduction in the final photographs. It is
also hoped to investigate the effect of quench time (in automatic
exposure mode) on the color reproduction in the recorded image.
It will also be of interest to evaluate the ocular effects of
other photographic flash sources such as the larger, high power
flashes used in studio photography.
Five apertured fluorescent sources were also evaluated.
These are the type used in Xerox copiers, especially the green
phosphor lamp [Fl]. No platen glass was used in these
evaluations. Table 12 contains the maximum distances at which
each of the fluorescent sources exceeds the visible thermal
threshold. At any greater viewing distances, the exposure
duration required to exceed the threshold would be greater than 10
seconds which is the upper limit of the threshold specification.
At shorter viewing distances the threshold is exceeded with
shorter exposure times (linear relationship). The maximum
distances are quite small. For example, 4.1 cm for the green
phosphor source. However, it is possible to be exposed to these
sources for a short time period at these distances. This is
particularly true for the violet phosphor lamp which can exceed
the threshold at a distance of 18 cm. It is not likely that users
of the copying machines with these sources would view them at such
short distances, but others could be exposed for short durations
at these distances.
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There is also radiation emitted from fluorescent sources
caused by the mercury vapor emission which is used to excite the
phosphors. This includes significant peaks in the ultraviolet
region of the spectrum. Table 13 contains minimum exposure time
as a function of viewing distance for the UV-B exposure
threshold. An exposure time of approximately 20 minutes is
required to exceed the UV-B threshold at a distance of 2.5 cm.
These exposure times are too long to be considered significant.
However, it must be remembered that this is from a measurement of
just 25.4 mm of the fluorescent tube and since the UV radiation
effects the surface of the eye, the effective exposure could be
significantly increased by exposure to the entire tube. The
visible exposure threshold is not affected because the larger size
of the entire tube is spread across a larger image on the retina
and it can be treated as a line of smaller images. The UV-B
radiation emitted by these sources is significant enough to
warrant further investigations. These investigations could
include the study of the effects of office level fluorescent
lighting over long exposure times such as the eight-hour work day
and the investigation of lamps used to produce artificial
suntans .
Table 14 contains the exposure times required to exceed the
UV-A threshold at a range of 1 cm. These exposure times are too
long to be of concern for copying machine sources, but again there
is enough radiation to warrant investigation into long-term
exposure effects. The fact that the output of all the fluorescent
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lamps was quite similar in the ultraviolet region, reinforces the
idea that the underlying mercury emission is the predominant
contributing factor.
Table 15 contains the exposure times required to exceed the
blue-light exposure threshold limit. These times range from 3
hours for the violet phosphor to 15 hours for the green
phosphor. It is doubtful that anyone would view these sources from
any distance for these long exposure times, however the exposure
time is independent of distance since spectral radiance is used in
the threshold expression. Again the violet phosphor lamp showed
the lowest required exposure time which can be accounted for by
its high level of emission in the blue end of the visible
spectrum.
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CONCLUSION
Based on repetitive calibration of the Tracor Northern DARSS,
it is possible to calibrate the radiometer system for everyday use
to an accuracy of approximately 3 percent for measurement of
non-pulsed sources. This is of the same order as uncertainties
due to the absolute calibration of a standard lamp, placement
error, and error in the current applied to the lamp. The absolute
radiometric measurements made with this array radiometer are of
accuracy comparable to that which can be obtained with a
conventional radiometer. This result is very important for future
work involving the use of array radiometers. There are many
applications in which an array radiometer is the only possible
method for collecting spectroradiometric data. The knowledge that
these radiometers can be used for absolute measurements with a
high degree of confidence is invaluable.
The xenon flashes used in copying machines as well as
photographic flashes are capable of exceeding the proposed visible
thermal Threshold Limit Values. This is the effect responsible
for retinal burns. In some cases there is also a possibility of
exceeding the UV-B and blue-light exposure threshold limits. It
should be stressed that these evaluations are for the sources
only, and may not represent the output of a complete system.
Apertured fluorescent sources also are capable of exceeding
the visible thermal exposure threshold limits. Exceeding these
threshold limits is not likely if machines using these sources are
used with the document covers closed.
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Photographers should be made aware that their photographic
flashes are capable of exceeding the recommended exposure
thresholds. It seems prudent that copying machines should
incorporate a device which does not allow copies to be made with
the document cover open, no matter what type of source they use.
It is apparent that the manufacturers are aware of the high
radiation levels their machines produce and are working to ensure
that the thresholds are not exceeded for exposure to users.
Finally, it must be remembered that although a source exceeds
the threshold limit value it cannot be concluded that the source
is dangerous or harmful. There are too many variables involved to
make absolute statements of danger. The Threshold Limit Values
have built in safety factors to make people wary of high radiation
levels before they are high enough to be extremely harmful. Also,
some of the ocular damage caused by optical radiation is
reversible, but it is still not desirable. All that can honestly
be stated is that sources exceed the accepted Threshold Limit
Value and users should be very careful when handling these
sources .
The results of this study also indicate several areas for
future research. These include:
long-term effects of office lighting;
ocular effects of CRT displays;
color rendering of photographic flashes at various
quench times;
variations in the measurement of short pulse duration
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sources with one channel and multi-channel
spectroradiometers ;
evaluation of other common photographic flashes.
All of the above topics can be investigated with confidence
knowing the characteristics of the array radiometer determined in
this study and having access to the software developed for hazard
evaluations .
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
This appendix contains flowcharts, FORTRAN code, and sample
runs for the computer programs developed for this project. The
programs are presented in the following order: UV-B hazard
evaluation program (UVBHAZ .FOR) ; UV-A hazard evaluation program
(UVAHAZ .FOR) ; Blue-light hazard evaluation program (BLUHAZ .FOR) ;
visible thermal hazard evaluation program (RETHAZ .FOR) ; and
absolute radiometric calibration program (TRACAL.FOR) .
L E(d2+r2)/A
INITIALIZE PROGRAM
UVBHAZ.FOR
UV-B HAZARD EVALUATION
INPUT S(X) FUNCTION
INPUT SPECTRAL
EXPOSURE OF SOURCE
E(X)t
INPUT ADDITIONAL DATA
me as . dist . , d
area, A
radius, r
CHECK DATA COMPAT
IBILITY
CALCULATE INTEGRATED
RADIANCE at meas. point
LOOt
INPUT MAX. AND MIN.
EVALUATION DISTANCES
max Jm1n
PRINT UVB TLV
0.003 J/cm2
CALCULATE EXPOSURE
AT VARIOUS EVALUATION
DISTANCES
d2
CALC. AND PRINT SUM
AT VARIOUS EVALUATION
DISTANCES
ZE(tS(*)A>
YES
^STOP/END J
A-2
240-870 nm
240-870 nm
d d , -d2 m1n max
A-3
UV-B Hazard Evaluation Program
C MARK D FAIRCHILD
C PPHS 890 THESIS
C SEPTEMBER 3, 1385
C
C PROGRAM TO DETERMINE DISTANCE AT WHICH THE MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE
C UV-B EXPOSURE LEVEL IS EXCEEDED FOR FLASH SOURCES
C
C VARIABLE DECLARATION
C
REAL E(512) , LC512) ,START(2) , END(2) , INC(2) , DIS1 , Dl S2 , RAD , AREA
REAL E 2 ( 5 1 2 ) , DMAX , DM I N , S ( 51 2 ) , FT , TLV
CHARACTER DATF I L* 1 5 , ANS* 1
c C FLAMAT I ON OF VARIABLES
E = = > M EASURED S PECTRA L I RRAD I ANCE OF FLASH S0URCE
( I NT E G RAT E D 0VER T I ME 0F DURAT I ON )
L ==> SPECTRAL RADIANCE OF FLASH SOURCE AT
P0 S I T I ON 0F MEASUR EMENT
START ==> STARTING WAVELENGTH
END ==> ENDING WAVELENGTH
INC ==> WAVELENGTH INCREMENT
DIS1 ==> SOURCE-DETECTOR MEASUREMENT DISTANCE (CM)
DIS2 ==> DISTANCE OF PRESENT HAZARD EVALUATION (CM)
RAD ==> RADIUS OF SOURCE
AREA ==> AREA OF SOURCE
E2 ==> SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE CALCULATED AT DISTANCE Dl
DMAX ==> MAXIMUM DISTANCE FOR EVALUATION
DM IN ==> MINIMUM DISTANCE FOR. EVALUATION
S ==> UV-B WEIGHTING FUNCTION
T LV = = > THRESHOLD LI M I T VALUE (1.0 J 0 U LEXCM
A 2 )
Ll )N BT -nt-JTS
FT = 3. 14153
TLV = 0 . 0 0 3
I NPUT UV - B WE I GHT I NG FUNCT I ON
OPEN(UNIT=l,FILE='SLAMBDA.FXN'
,
STATUS=/ OLD'
>
P.EADd,*) STAP.T(l)
P.EADd,*) ENDd)
READ(1,*) INC(l)
DO 100 1=1,512
READfl,*) S(I)
100 CONTINUE
CLOSE ( UN I T= 1 , STATUS =
' KEEP ' )
A-4
UV-B Hazard Evaluation Program Continued
INPUT IRRADIANCE DATA FILE
PRINT *, "UV-B HAZARD EVALUATION...
PRINT *, -'ENTER FILENAME FOR FLASH IRRADIANCE DATA'
R EAD ( * , 3 0 0 ) DATF I L
0PEN ( UN I T = 1 , F I L E=DAT F I L , STATU S=
' 0 L D ' )
REACu.l,*) START (.2)
READC1,*) END (2)
READd,*) INCC2)
DO 20 0
'
1=1 ,512
READ(1 ,*) E( I )
20 0 CONTINUE
C L0 SE ( UN I T = 1 , STATUS=
" K EEP ' )
C
C INPUT ADDITIONAL SOURCE DATA
C
PRINT *, 'ENTER MEASUREMENT DISTANCE IN CENTIMETERS'
READ *, DIS1
PRINT *, 'ENTER AREA OF SOURCE IN SQUARE CENTIMETERS'
READ *, AREA
PRINT *, ENTER RADIUS OF SOURCE IN CENTIMETERS'
READ *, RAD
u
C CHECK WAVELENGTH COMPATIBILITY
C
I F( START (2) .NE.START(l) .0R.END(2) .NE.END(l) .OR. INC(2) .NE. INC(l) ) THEN
PRINT *, 'CHECK WAVELENGTH COMPATIBILITY OF DATA ! !
PRINT *, 'USE INTERPOLATION PROGRAM IF NECESSARY ! !
'
STOP
ELSE
END IF
C
C CALCULATE SPECTRAL RADIANCE AT MEASUREMENT POINT
( R E F E P.ENC E : F . G RUM , V0L . 1 , P . 40)
DO 30 0 , I =1 ,512
L(I) = (E( I )*(DI S1**2+RAD**2) )XAREA
30 0 CONTINUE
C
C INPUT MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM EVALUATION DISTANCES
C
350 CONTINUE
PP. I NT * ,
' ENTE R MAX I MUM D I STANCE FOR EVALUAT I ON I N CENT I METER S '
READ *, DMAX
PRINT *, 'ENTER MINIMUM DISTANCE FOR EVALUATION IN CENTIMETERS'
READ *, DM IN
DINC = (DMAX-DMIN)X3
A-5
UV-B Hazard Evaluation Program Continued
C
C CALCULATE HAZARD SUMMATION AT VARIOUS DISTANCES
C
PRINT *, '
PRINT *, '
PRINT *, UV-B HAZARD TLV = 0.003 JOULEXCM'
PRINT *, '
PRINT *,
DO 60 0 1=1 ,10
D I S2 = DMAX - ( (I - 1 ) *D INC)
C
CALCULATE IRRADIANCE AT DISTANCE, DIS2
(REFERENCE: F . G P. UM , V0 L . 1 , P . 4 0 )
DO 40 0 J=l ,512
E2(J) = PI*L( J)*f. RAD**2X(RAD**2+DI32**2) )
40 0 CONTINUE
CALCULATE AND PRINT HAZARD SUMMATION
SUM = 0.0
DO 50 0 J=l ,512
SUM = SUM + (E2( J)*S( J)*INC(2) )
50 0 CONTINUE
PRINT *, 'DISTANCE = ,
DIS2,"
SUMMATION = .SUM
60 0 CONTINUE
PRINT *,
PRINT *,
CHECK FOR ANOTHER I T E P.AT I ON
PRINT *, 'TRY ANOTHER SET OF DISTANCES (YXN:
READ (*, 310) ANS
I F ( ANS . EQ . ' Y ' ) GOT0 3 0 0
C
C FORMAT STATEMENTS
C
30 0 FORMAT (Al 5)
310 FORMAT (Al)
C
C END OF PROGRAM
C
PRINT *,
'
. .
STOP
END
A-6
UV-B Hazard Evaluation Sample Run
* run UVBHAZ
UV-B HAZARD EVALUATION...
ENTER FILENAME FOR FLASH IRRADIANCE DATA
M132A. EXP
ENTER MEASUREMENT DISTANCE IN CENTIMETERS
4 31
ENTER AREA OF SOURCE IN SQUARE CENTIMETERS
10 .32
ENTER RADIUS OF SOURC
1 .36
ENTER MAXIMUM DISTANC
1 0 0 0
ENTER M INI MUM D I STAN C
1 0 0
E IN CENTIMETERS
E FOR EVALUATION IN CENTIMETERS
E FOR EVALUATION IN CENTIMETERS
JV-B HAZARD TLV = 0 . 0 0 3 J 0ULEXCM '" 2
DISTANCE = 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
DISTANCE = 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
DISTANCE = 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
DISTANCE = 70 0 0 0 0 0
DISTANCE = 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
DISTANCE = 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
DISTANCE = 40 0 0 0 0 0
DISTANCE = 30 0 0 0 0 0
DISTANCE = 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
DISTANCE = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
SUMMATION = 1 . 1538231 E--Oy
SUMMATION = 1 . 4244734E--0 3
SUMMATION = 1 . 80 28543E--0 3
SUMMATION = ^ 3547448E--0 3
SUMMATION = ~i 20 50 61 SE--0 3
SUMMATION = 4 . 61 52631 E - -0 3
SUMMATION = "7 - 0 3
SUMMATION = l . 2813877E--0 8
SUMMATION = l . 8843340 E--0 3
SUMMATION = 1 . 1534342E--0 7
TRY ANOTHER SET OF DISTANCES (Y/N)
N
. . . BYE
FORTRAN STOP
L - E(d2+r2)/A
INITIALIZE PROGRAM
UVAHAZ.FOR
UV-A HAZARD EVALUATION
CALCULATE INTEGRATED
RADIANCE AT MEAS.
POINT
L(X)t
I
INPUT MAX. AND MIN.
EVALUATION DISTANCES
max min
PRINT UV-A TLV
1.0
J/cm2
I
CALCULATE EXPOSURE AT
VARIOUS EVALUATION
DISTANCES
CALC. AND PRINT SUM
AT VARIOUS EVALUATION
DISTANCES
2E(tAX
C STOP/ENDj
A- 7
INPUT WAVELENGTH RANGE
WEIGHTING FUNCTION
V
INPUT SOURCE EXPOSURE
E(A)t
\ - V
INPUT ADDITIONAL DATA
meas. dlst. , d
area, A
radius, r
,r
CHECK DATA
COMPATIBILITY
240-870 nm
240-870 nm
d , -d
min max
A-8
UV-A Hazard Evaluation Program
MARK D FAIRCHILD
PPHS 330 THESIS
SEPTEMBER 3, 1385
PROGRAM TO DETERMINE DISTANCE AT WHICH THE MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE
UV-A EXPOSURE LEVEL IS EXCEEDED FOR FLASH SOURCES
,' AR I AB L E DECLARAT I ON
PEAL E(512) ,L(512) ,START(2) ,END(2) , INC(2) ,DIS1 , Dl 32 , RAD , AREA
REAL E2 ( 51 2 ) , DMAX , DM I N , UVA (512) , P I , TLV
CHAPACTER DATF I L* 1 5 , ANS* 1
EXPLANATION OF VARIABLES
E ==:
c START
c END
c INC
c DISl
c DIS2
c RAD
c AREA
c E2
c DMAX
c DM I N
c UVA
c TLV
c CONSTANTS
c
FT = 3.1415327
l~-
TLV == 1.0 0
c INPUT UV-A WEIGHTING
C
MEASUR ED SP ECT PAL I P. PAD I ANC E OF FLA SH S0U P.CE
( I NTEGPATED QVE P. TIME OF DURAT I ON )
SPECTRAL RADIANCE OF FLASH SOURCE AT
P 0 S I T I ON 0F MEA3UP. EMENT
START I NG WAVELENGTH
ENDING WAVELENGTH
WAVELENGTH I NCREMENT
S0UP. CE - DETECT 0 P. MEA3U P. EMENT D I STANCE ( CM )
DISTANCE OF PRESENT HAZARD EVALUATION (CM)
RADIUS OF SOURCE
AREA OF SOURCE
SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE CALCULATED AT DISTANCE 013;
MAX I MUM D I STANCE F0 P. EVAL UAT I ON
MINIMUM DISTANCE FOR EVALUATION
UV -A WE I GHT I NG FUNCT I ON
THRE SHOLD LI M I T VALUE ( 1 . 0 J0ULEXCM " 2 )
1 0 0
0 PEN ( UN I T = 1 , F I L E =
' UVA 0 1 . FXN ' , STATU 3 =
' 0L D
'
)
READd,*) START(l)
P.EADd,*) END(l)
READd,*) INC(l)
DO 100 1=1 ,512
READd,*) UVA(I)
ONTINUE
L0SE ( UN I T = 1 , STATUS= ' KE EP ' )
A-9
UV-A Hazard Evaluation Program Continued
INPUT IRRADIANCE DATA FILE
PRINT *, 'UV-A HAZARD EVALUATION...
PRINT *, 'ENTER FILENAME FOR FLASH IRRADIANCE DATA'
READ(*,300) DATFIL
0PEN ( UN I T = 1 , F I LE =DATF I L , STATUS=
"
0LD ' )
READ(1,*) START( 2)
READd,*) END (2)
READd,*) INC(2)
DO 20 0 1=1,512
READd ,*) E( I j
20 0 CONTINUE
CL0SE ( UN I T=1 , STAT US=
' K E EF" i
C
C INPUT ADDITIONAL SOURCE DATA
C
PRINT *, 'ENTER MEASUREMENT DISTANCE IN CENTIMETERS'
READ *, DISl
PRINT *, 'ENTER AREA OF SOURCE IN SQUARE CENTIMETERS'
READ *, AREA
PRINT *, 'ENTER RADIUS OF SOURCE IN CENTIMETERS'
READ *, RAD
C
C CHECK WAVELENGTH COMPATIBILITY
c
I F ( START ( 2 ) . NE . START ( 1 ) . OR . END ( 2 ) . NE . END ( 1 ) . OR . I NC ( 2 ) . NE . I NC C 1 ) ) THEN
PRINT *, 'CHECK WAVELENGTH COMPATIBILITY OF DATA ! !
PRINT *, 'USE INTERPOLATION PROGRAM IF NECESSARY ! !
STOP
ELSE
END IF
C
C CALCULATE SPECTRAL RADIANCE AT MEASUREMENT POINT
C '; P. E F ERENCE : F . GRUM , V0 L . 1 , P . 40)
C
DO 30 0 , 1=1 , 512
L(I) = (E( I )*(DIS1**2+RAD**2) )XAREA
30 0 CONTINUE
C
C INPUT MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM EVALUATION DISTANCES
C
350 CONTINUE
PRINT *, 'ENTER MAXIMUM DISTANCE FOR EVALUATION IN CENTIMETERS'
READ *, DMAX
PRINT *, ENTER MINIMUM DISTANCE FOR EVALUATION IN CENTIMETERS'
READ *, DM IN
DINC = (DMAX-DMIN)X3
A-10
UV-A Hazard Evaluation Program Continued
UALCULATE HAZARD SUMMAT I ON AT VA P. I 0U S D I STANC E S
PRINT *,
PRINT *,
PRINT *,
PRINT *,
PRINT *,
' '
DO 60 0 1=1 ,10
D I 3 2 = DMAX - ( ( I - 1 ) *D I NC )
UV-A HAZARD TLV = 1 .00 JOULEXCM-2-
Calculate irradiance at distance, dis2
( p. e f e r ei' j c e : f . gr ijm , u 0l . 1 , p . 4 0 )
DO 40 0 J=l,512
E2(.J) = PI*L(.J)*(RAD**2X(RAD**2+DIS2**2) )
40 0 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE AND PRINT HAZARD SUMMATION
C
SUM = 0.0
DO 50 0 J=l ,512
SUM = SUM + (E2( J)*UVA( J)*INC(2) )
50 0 CONTINUE
PRINT *, 'DISTANCE = ,DIS2,
60 0 CONTINUE
PPINT *,
PRINT *, '
C
C CHECK FOR. ANOTHER ITERATION
SUMMATION = , SUM
PRINT *, 'TRY ANOTHER SET OF DISTANCES (Y/N)?'
READ (*, 310) AN 3
IF(ANS.EQ. 'Y' ) GOTO 30 0
C FORMAT STATEMENTS
C
30 0 FORMAT (Al 5)
310 FORMATr.Al)
END OF PROGRAM
PRINT *,
STOP
END
BYE'
A-ll
UV-A Hazard Evaluation Sample Run
* RUN UVAHAZ
UV-A HAZARD EVALUATION...
ENTER FILENAME FOR FLASH IRRADIANCE DATA
M132A.EAP
ENTER MEASUREMENT DISTANCE IN CENTIMETERS
431
ENTER AREA OF SOURCE IN SQUARE CENTIMETERS
10 .32
ENTER. RADIUS OF SOURCE IN CENTIMETERS
1 .36
ENTER MAXIMUM DISTANCE FOP. EVALUATION IN CENTIMETERS
1 0 0 0
ENTER MINIMUM DISTANCE FOR EVALUATION IN CENTIMETERS
1 0 0
UV-A HAZARD TLV = 1 .00 JOULE/CM
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
TANCE
TANCE
TANCE
TANCE
TANCE
TANCE
TANCE
TANCE
TANCE
STANCE
1 0 0 0.0 0 0
3 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
80 0
70 0
60 0
5 0 0
40 0
3 0 0
20 0
100
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
SUMMATION = 1 38610 35E--0 7
SUMMATION = 1 7112376E--0 7
SUMMATION = cl 1657823E--0 7
SUMMATION = el 3237724E--0 7
SUMMATION = 3502637E--0 7
SUMMATION = 5443564E--0 7
SUMMATION = y 6623305E--0 7
SUMMATION = l 540 0 611 E--0 6
SUMMATION = D . 464371 1E--0 6
SUMMATION = 1 -0 5
TRY ANOTHER :
N
. . . BY E
FORTRAN STOP
SET OF DISTANCES (YXN)
L E(d2+r2)/A
INITIALIZE PROGRAM
BLUHAZ.FOR
3 mm PUPIL BLUE-LIGHT
HAZARD EVALUATION
INPUT B(A) FUNCTION
INPUT SOURCE EXPOSURE
E(*)t
INPUT ADDITIONAL DATA
meas . dlst. , d
area, A
radius, r
I
CHECK DATA
COMPATIBILITY
CALCULATE INTEGRATED
RADIANCE
L(t
PRINT BLUE TLV -
100 J/cm'sr
CALCULATE SUMMATION
LO0tB(A>
PRINT SUMMATION
A-12
A - 240-870 nm
X 240-870 nn
X = 240-870 nn
(stop/end )
A-13
3 mm Pupil Blue-Light Hazard Evaluation Program
C MARK D FAIRCHILD
C PPHS 830 THESIS
C SEPTEMBER 11 , 1385
C
C PROGRAM TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT THE MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE
C BLUE-LIGHT EXPOSURE LEVEL IS EXCEEDED FOR FLASH SOURCES
C
C VARIABLE DECLARATION
C
REAL E(512) ,L(512) , START (2) ,END(2) , INC(2) , PAD, AREA
REAL D I SI , B ( 51 2 ) , FT , TLV
CHARACTE P. DATF I L*1 5
C
C EXPLANATION OF VARIABLES
C
C E ==> MEASURED SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE OF FLASH SOURCE
C ( I NTE G P.ATED 0VE P. T I M E 0F DURATI ON )
C L ==> SPECTRAL RADIANCE OF FLASH SOURCE AT
C POSITION OF MEASUREMENT
C START ==> STARTING WAVELENGTH
C END ==> ENDING WAVELENGTH
C INC ==> WAVELENGTH INCREMENT
C DISl ==> SOURCE-DETECTOR MEASUREMENT DISTANCE (CM)
C RAD ==> RADIUS OF SOURCE
C AREA ==> AREA OF SOURCE
C B ==> BLUE -LIGHT WEIGHTING FUNCTION
C TLV == > THRESH0LD L I M I T VALUE (10 0 . 0 J 0UL EX CM
" 2 )
C
C CONSTANTS
C
FT = 3.1415327
TLV = 100 .00
C
C INPUT BLUE -LIGHT WEIGHTING FUNCTION
C
0PEN ( UN I T= 1 , F I LE =
' B LAMBDA . FXN ' , STAT US =
' 0LD ' )
READd,*) STARK 1)
READd,*) END(l)
READd,*) INC(l)
DO 100 1=1,512
READd,*) 6(1)
100 CONTINUE
CLOSE ( UNIT=1 , STATUS=" KEEP' )
A-14
3 mm Pupil Blue-Light Hazard Evaluation Program Continued
U INPUT IRF:.ADIANCE DATA FILE
iUU
PR I NT * ,
' BL U E - L I GHT HAZARD EVALUAT I ON
PRINT *, 'ENTER FILENAME FOR FLASH IRRADIANCE DATA'
R EAD ( * , 3 0 0 ) DATF I L
OPEN ( UN I T= l , F I LE =DATF I L , STATUS= ' OLD
"'
)
READd,*) STARK 2)
READd,*) END (2)
READ i. 1 ,*) INC(2)
DO 20 0 1=1,512
P.EADd,*) EC I)
CONTINUE
C L 0 S E ( UN I T= 1 , STATUS = ' K EEP ' )
L
c
C
c
c
INPUT ADDITIONAL SOURCE DATA
PRINT *, 'ENTER MEASUREMENT DISTANCE IN CENTIMETERS'
READ *, DISl
PRINT *, 'ENTER AREA OF SOURCE IN SQUARE CENTIMETER;
READ *, AREA
PRINT *, 'ENTER RADIUS OF SOURCE IN CENTIMETERS'
READ *, RAD
C HEC K WAVELENGT H COMPAT I B I L I TY
U
C
C
I F( STARK 2) .NE. STARK 1) . 0R.END(2) .NE.END(l) .OR. INC (
PRINT *, 'CHECK WAVELENGTH COMPATIBILITY OF DATA !
PRINT *, "USE INTERPOLATION PROGRAM IF NECESSARY !
STOP
ELSE
END I F
CALCULATE SPECTRAL RADIANCE AT MEASUREMENT POINT
(REFERENCE: F. GRUM, VOL.1, P. 40)
DO 300, 1=1,512
L ( I ) = ( E ( I ) * ( D I 3 1**2+RAD**2 ) ) XAREA
30 0 CONTINUE
CALCULATE HAZARD SUMMATION
PRINT *, '
2) .NE. INC'(l) j THEN
PRINT *,
PRINT *,
PRINT *,
PRINT *,
BLUE-LIGHT HAZARD TLV = 100.00 JX ( CM '- 2 ) ( S R )
A-15
3 mm Pupil Blue-Light Hazard Evaluation Pragram Continued
C CALCULATE AND PRINT HAZARD SUMMATION
C
SUM = 0.0
DO 500 J=l ,512
SUM = S UM + ( L ( J ) * B ( J ) * I NC ( 2 ) )
50 0 CONTINUE
PRINT *,
' SUMMATION = , SUM
PRINT *,
'
PRINT *,
C
C FORMAT STATEMENTS
C
30 0 FORMAT (Al 5)
C
C END OF FROGRAM
C
PRINT *, . .
STOP
END
A-16
3 mm Pupil Blue-Light Hazard Evaluation Sample Run
$ RUN BLUHAZ
B LUE - L I GHT HAZARD EVALUAT I ON . . .
ENTER FILENAME FOR FLASH IRRADIANCE DATA
M132A.EXP
ENTER MEASUREMENT DISTANCE IN CENTIMETERS
431
ENTER AREA OF SOURCE IN SQUARE CENTIMETERS
10 .32
ENTER. RADIUS OF SOURCE IN CENTIMETERS
1 . 36
BLUE-LIGHT HAZA P. D T LV = 10 0 .00 J0ULEXCMA 2
SUMMAT I ON = 0.150 3377
. . . BYE
FORTRAN STOP
L - E(d2*r2)/A
INITIALIZE PROGRAM
RETHAZ.FOR
VISIBLE THERMAL
HAZARD EVALUATION
INPUT R(X) FUNCTION
INPUT SOURCE EXPOSURE
EL\)t
INPUT ADDITIONAL DATA
d , A , r ,
max. Tin. dim. ,
exposure duration, t
T
CHECK DATA
COMPATIBILITY
CALCULATE INTEGRATED
RADIANCE AT MEAS.
POINT
LL\)t
INPUT MAX. AND MIN.
EVALUATION DISTANCES
max m1n
CALC. AND PRINT SUM
^L{X)tRLX)X
CALC. AND PRINT TLV
AT EVALUATION DIST. , d?
TLV - /T/cC
A-17
A 240-870 nm
C STOP/ENDj
240-870 nm
d. d i -du2 "min "max
A-18
Visible Thermal Hazard Evaluation Program
C MARK D FAIRCHILD
C PPHS 830 THESIS
C SEPTEMBER 12, 1335
C
C PROGRAM TO DETERMINE DISTANCE AT WHICH THE MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE
C VISIBLE EXPOSURE LEVEL IS EXCEEDED FOR FLASH SOURCES
C
C VARIABLE DECLARATION
C
REAL E ( 51 2 ) , L ( 51 2 ) , START ( 2 ) , END ( 2 ) , I NC ( 2 ) , D I SI , D I S2 , RAD , AREA
REAL E2 ( 51 2 ) , DMAX , DM I N , R ( 5 1 2 ) , P I , TLV , T , LMAX
CHAPACTER DATF I L* 1 5 , ANS*1
C
C EXPLANATION OF VARIABLES
C
C E ==> MEASURED SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE OF FLASH SOURCE
C ( INTE GRATE D 0VE P. T I ME OF DURAT I ON )
C L ==> SPECTRAL RADIANCE OF FLASH SOURCE AT
C POSITION OF MEASUREMENT
C START ==> STARTING WAVELENGTH
C END ==> ENDING WAVELENGTH
C INC ==> WAVELENGTH INCREMENT
C DISl ==> SOURCE-DETECTOR MEASUREMENT DISTANCE (.CM)
C DIS2 ==> DISTANCE OF PRESENT HAZARD EVALUATION (CM)
C RAD ==> RADIUS OF SOURCE
C AREA ==> AREA OF SOURCE
C E2 ==> SPECTRAL IRPaDIANCE CALCULATED AT DISTANCE DIS2
C DMAX ==> MAXIMUM DISTANCE FOR EVALUATION
C DM IN ==> MINIMUM DISTANCE FOR EVALUATION
C R ==> VISIBLE WEIGHTING FUNCTION
C TLV ==> THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE
C T ==> FLASH DURATION (SECONDS)
C LMAX ==> MAXIMUM LINEAL SOURCE DIMENSION
C
C CONSTANTS
C
PI = 3.1415327
C
C INPUT VISIBLE (RETINAL BURN) WEIGHTING FUNCTION
C
OPEN(UNIT=l ,
STATUS=' OLD" )
READ(1,*) STARK 1)
READd,*) END(l)
READd,*) INC(l)
DO 100 1=1,512
READd,*) R(I)
100 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT=l )
A-19
Visible Thermal Hazard Evaluation Program Continued
C INPUT IRRADIANCE DATA FILE
C
PR I NT * , 'VISIBLE ( RET I NAL BURN) HAZARD EVALUAT I ON
PRINT *, 'ENTER FILENAME FOR FLASH IRRADIANCE DATA'
READ (*, 300) DATFIL
0PEN( UN I T=l , F I LE=DATF I L , STATUS= ' OLD ' )
READd,*) STARK 2)
READd,*) END(2)
READd,*) INC(2)
DO 200 1=1 ,512
READd,*) EC I)
200 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT=l ,
STATUS='KEEP' )
C
C INPUT ADDITIONAL SOURCE DATA
C
PRINT *, 'ENTER MEASUREMENT DISTANCE IN CENTIMETERS
READ *, DISl
PRINT *, 'ENTER AREA OF SOURCE IN SQUARE CENTIMETERS'
READ *, AREA
PRINT *, 'ENTER RADIUS OF SOURCE IN CENTIMETERS'
READ *, RAD
PRINT *, 'ENTER THE MAXIMUM LINEAL DIMENSION OF THE SOURCE (CM)'
READ *, LMAX
PRINT *, 'ENTER THE FLASH DURATION IN SECONDS'
READ *, T
C
C CHECK WAVELENGTH COMPATIBILITY
C
I F ( START ( 2 ) . NE . START ( 1 ) . OR . END ( 2 ) . NE . ENDd ) . OR . I NC ( 2 ) . NE . I NC (1 ) ) THE*'
PRINT *, 'CHECK WAVELENGTH COMPATIBILITY OF DATA !!
PRINT *, 'USE INTERPOLATION PROGRAM IF NECESSARY
!!'
STOP
ELSE
END IF
C
C CALCULATE SPECTRAL RADIANCE AT MEASUREMENT POINT
C (REFERENCE: F. GRUM, VOL.1, P. 40)
C
DO 300, 1=1 ,512
L ( I ) = ( E ( I ) * ( D I S1**2+RAD**2 ) ) /AREA
300 CONTINUE
C
C INPUT MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM EVALUATION DISTANCES
C
350 CONTINUE
PRINT *, 'ENTER MAXIMUM DISTANCE FOR EVALUATION IN CENTIMETERS'
READ *, DMAX
PR I NT * ,
' ENT ER M I N I MUM D I STANCE FOR EVALUAT I ON I N CENT I METE RS '
READ *, DM IN
DINC = (DMAX-DMIN)/9
A-20
Visible Thermal Hazard Evaluation Program Continued
C
C CALCULATE AND PRINT HAZARD SUMMATION
C
SUM =0.0
DO 40 0 J=l ,512
SUM = SUM+ ( L ( J ) *R ( J ) * I NC ( 2 ) )
40 0 CONTINUE
PRINT *,
'
PRINT *,
PR I NT * ,
' VISIBLE ( RET I NAL BURN ) HAZARD 3UM =
'
, SUM
PRINT *, '
PRINT *, ' '
DO 60 0 1=1 ,10
D I S2 = DMAX- ( (I -1 ) *D I NC )
C
C CALCULATE AND PRINT TLV AT VARIOUS DISTANCES
C
TLV = ( T** 0 . 5 ) / ( LMAX/ D I S2 )
PRINT *, 'DISTANCE = ',DIS2, TLV = ' ,TLV
60 0 CONTINUE
PRINT *,
PRINT *,
' '
C
C CHECK FOR ANOTHER ITERATION
C
PRINT *, 'TRY ANOTHER SET OF DISTANCES
(Y/N)?'
READ (*, 310) ANS
I F ( ANS . E Q . ' Y
'
J GOTO 350
C
C FORMAT STATEMENTS
C
30 0 F0PMAKA15)
310 FORMAT (Al)
C
C END OF PROGRAM
C
PRINT *, ' . .
STOP
END
A-21
Visible Thermal Hazard Evaluation Sample Run
* RUN RETHAZ
V I S I BLE ( RET I NAL BURN ) HAZAR D EVALUAT I ON . . .
ENTER FILENAME FOR FLASH IRRADIANCE DATA
M132A.EXP
ENTER MEASUREMENT DISTANCE IN CENTIMETERS
431
ENTER AREA OF SOURCE IN SQUARE CENTIMETERS
1 0 . 3 2
ENTER RADIUS OF SOURCE IN CENTIMETERS
1 . 36
ENTER THE MAXIMUM LINEAL DIMENSION OF THE SOURCE (CM)
5 . 2
ENTER THE FLASH DURATION IN SECONDS
0 . 0 0 1
ENTER MAXIMUM DISTANCE FOR EVALUATION IN CENTIMETERS
1 0 0 0
ENTER MINIMUM DISTANCE FOR EVALUATION IN CENTIMETERS
100
VISIBLE (RETINAL BURN) HAZARD SUM = 1 .333723
DISTANCE 1 0 0 0.00 0 TLV 6.0 SI 30 4
DISTANCE = 30 0 .0000 TLV = 5.473173
DISTANCE = 80 0 .0000 TLV = 4.365043
DISTANCE = 70 0 .0000 TLV = 4.256313
DISTANCE = 60 0 . 0 00 0 TLV = 3.648782
DISTANCE = 500 .0000 TLV = 3.0 40652
DISTANCE = 400 .00 00 TLV = 2.432522
DISTANCE = 300 .0000 TLV = 1 .824331
DISTANCE = 200 .000 0 TLV = 1 .216261
DISTANCE = 100.0000 TLV ~ 0 .60 81304
TR'v ANOTHER
l 1
SET OF DISTr^NCES (Y. N ) ?
N
. . . BYE
FORTRAN STOP
Et - (Es/Ts)Tt
INITIALIZE PROGRAM
TRACAL.FOR
ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION
INPUT STANDARD SOURCE
SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE
DATA
Es(
INPUT TRACOR OUTPUT
DATA FOR MEAS. OF
STANDARD SOURCE (D.C.)
TS(X)
CHECK DATA
COMPATIBILITY
E
INPUT TRACOR OUTPUT
DATA FOR TEST SOURCE
(D.C.)
Tt(X)
CHECK DATA
COMPATIBILITY
CALC. AND OUTPUT
TEST SOURCE SPECTRAL
EXPOSURE
Et(t
A-22
X- 240-870 nm
X" 240-870 nm
X- 240-870 nn
A-23
Absolute Radiometric Calibration Program
'- MARK D FAIRCHILD
0 PPHS 890 THESIS
0 AUGUST 11 , 1335
C
C PROGRAM TO CONVERT TRACOR NORTHERN DATA TO ABSOLUTE RADIOMETRIC
C TERMS USING STANDARD SOURCE DATA.
C
C VARIABLE DECLARATION
C
REAL ET , STRT( 5 ) , END ( 5 ) , I NC ( 5 ) , STD I R ( 5 1 2 ) , STDTN ( 512)
REAL FLTN ( 51 2 ) , FL I R ( 51 2 )
CHARACTER ANS*1 , STDFI L*10 ,TRAFI L*10 , I RAF I L*10
C
C EXPLANATION OF VARIABLES
C
C ET ==> EXPOSURE TIME FOR STANDARD TRACOR DATA
C STRT ==> STARTING WAVELENGTH
C END ==> ENDING WAVELENGTH
C INC ==> WAVELENGTH INCREMENT
C STDIR ==> SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE OF STANDARD SOURCE
C STDTN ==> TRACOR. NORTHERN DATA FOR STANDARD SOURCE
C FLTN ==> TRACOR NORTHERN DATA FOR FLASH SOURCE
C FLIR ==> SPECTRAL EXPOSURE OF FLASH SOURCE
C
C INPUT STANDARD SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE DATA
C
OFEN( UNIT=1 , Fl
LE=' STDSOU . RCE' ,
STATUS=' OLD' )
READd,*) STR.T(l)
READd,*) END(l)
READd,*) INC(l)
DO 100 1=1 ,512
READd,*) STDIR(I)
100 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT=l )
C
C INPUT TRACOR DATA FOR STANDARD SOURCE (DIGITAL COUNTS)
C
PRINT*, 'ENTER FILENAME FOR TRACOR DATA FOR STANDARD
SOURCE'
READ (*, 300) STDFI L
OPEN ( UN I T =2 , F I LE =STDF I L , STATUS=
' OLD ' )
READ (2,*) ET
READ (2,*) STRK2)
READ (2,*) END(2)
READ(2,*) INC(2)
DO 200 1=1 ,512
READ (2,*) STDTN(I)
I F ( STDTN ( I ) . GT . 40 35 ) STDTN ( I ) =STDTN (I -1 )
20 0 CONTINUE
CLOSE ( UN I T=2 , STATUS=
' KEEP ' )
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C
C CHECK WAVELENGTH COMPATIBILITY
C
I F ( STRT ( 2 ) . NE . STRT ( 1 ) . OR . END ( 2 ) . NE . END ( 1 ) . OR . I NC ( 2 ) . NE . I NC ( 1 ) ) THEN
PR INT* ,
' CHECK WAVELENGT H COMPAT I B I L I TY 0F DATA ! ! '
PRINT*, 'USE INTERPOLATION PROGRAM IF NECESSARY !!'
STOP
ELSE
END IF
L
C INPUT TRACOR DaTa FOR TEST SOURCE
C
30 0 CONTINUE
PRINT*, 'ENTER FILENAME FOR TEST SOURCE TRACOR DATA"
READ (*, 300) TRAFIL
OPEN ( UN I T=7 , F I LE=TRAF I L , STATUS=
' OLD ' )
READ(7.*) 3TRT(3)
READ (7,*) END(3)
READ (7,*) INC(3)
DO 40 0 1=1,512
READ (7,*) FLTN(I)
I F ( FLTNd ) . GT . 4035 ) FLTN ( I ) =FLTN (I -1 )
400 CONTINUE
CLOSE ( UNI T=7 ,
STATUS=' KEEP' )
C
C CHECK WAVELENGTH COMPATIBILITY
C
I F ( STRT ( 3 ) . NE . STRT ( 1 ) . OR . END ( 3 ) . NE . END ( 1 ) . OR . I NC ( 3 ) . NE . I NC ( 1 ) ) THEN
PRINT*, 'CHECK WAVELENGTH COMPATIBILITY OF DATA !
PRINT*, 'USE INTERPOLATION PROGRAM IF NECESSARY !
STOP
ELSE
END IF
C
C CREATE OUTPUT FILE CONTAINING FLASH SPECTRAL EXPOSURE VALUES
C
PRINT*, 'ENTER FILENAME FOR EXPOSURE OUTPUT
DATA'
READ (*, 900) I RAF I L
OPEN iUN I T=S , F I LE= I RAF I L , STATUS=
' NEW ' )
WRITE (8,*) STRK3)
WRITE (8,*) ENDC3)
WRITE (8,*) INC(3)
DO 500 1=1 ,512
FLIR(I) = ET*(STDIR(I )/STDTN(I ))*FLTN(I )
WRITE(S,*) FLIRd)
500 CONTINUE
CL0SE(UNIT=8,STATUS='KEEP' )
PRINT*, 'OUTPUT FILE CONTAINS SPECTRAL EXPOSURE (IRRADIANCE X TIME)
PRINT*, 'IN JQULES/(CM"2)(NM)'
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C
C CHECK FOR MORE CONVERSIONS
C
PRINT*, "ANOTHER FILE (Y/N)
READ(*,310) AN3
I F ( AN S . E Q . ' Y ' ) GOT0 3 0 0
C
C FORMAT STATEMENTS
C
30 0 FORMAT(AIO)
310 FORMAT (Al)
C
C END PROGRAM
C
PRINT*,
'...BYE'
STOP
END
%
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Absolute Radiometric Calibration Sample Run
t RUN TRACAL
ENTER FILENAME FOR TRACOR DATA FOR STANDARD SOURCE
SR17A. REC
ENTER FILENAME FOR TEST SOURCE TRACOR DATA
FLGPA.REC
ENTER FILENAME FOR EXPOSURE OUTPUT DATA
FLGPA.TST
OUTPUT FILE CONTAINS SPECTRAL EXPOSURE (.IRRADIANCE X TIME.)
I N J0ULESX ( CM "" 2 ) ( NM )
ANOTHER FILE (Y/N) ?
N
. . . BYE
FORTRAN STOP
%
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HAZARD EVALUATION OF OPTICAL SOURCES
DATA
Source Name >
Source Type >
Measurement Distance >
Source Area -->
Source Radius >
Maximum Lineal Dimension >
Flash Duration >
RESULTS
UV-B Hazard >
UV-A Hazard >
Blue-Light Hazard (3mm pupil) >
Retinal Burn Hazard >
COMMENTS
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF SOURCES AND INSTRUMENTS
SOURCE DESCRIPTION
X1] Eastman Kodak xenon flash source with power supply from
the Ektaprint 200 series copier. Complete breadboard
setup with reflectors, 2 lamps, and platen glass. Full
size is approximately 13 X 50 cm. Area measured was a
circle of 12.7 cm diameter in the center of the setup.
Measurements were made at full power.
Flash Duration: 0.320 ms .
[X2] Kodak source described above. Lamps and reflector,
without platen glass.
[X3] Xerox xenon flash source with power supply from the
1075 copier. Complete setup with reflector, and lamp.
Lamp size is 1 X 10.3 cm and the reflector size is 7.5
X 21.8 cm. Entire area was measured at full power.
Flash Duration: 0.231 ms .
X4] Minolta Auto Electroflash 132X photographic flash.
Area = 10.92 square cm. (5.2 X 2.1 cm) Measured in
manual mode.
Flash Duration 1.0 ms .
[X5J Canon Speedlite 188A photographic flash. Area = 11.8
square cm. (5.6 X 2.1 cm) Measured in manual mode.
Flash Duration 1.0 ms .
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?X6] Soligor MK-32A photographic flash. Area = 13.34
square cm. (2.3 X 5.8 cm) Measured in manual mode.
Flash Duration: 1.0 ms .
[XT] Sunpak Auto 522 photographic flash. Area =32.4
square cm. (7.2 X 4.5 cm) Measured in manual mode.
Flash Duration 1.0 ms .
[X8] Hanimex PRO 550 photographic flash. Area = 15.2
square cm. (6.6 X 2.3 cm) measured in manual mode.
Flash Duration: 1.0 ms .
[Fl] Green fluorescent source. 35 degree apertured.
2.54 X 2.54 cm area measured at maximum output
temperature. 0.6 amps applied to lamp.
F2] Light blue fluorescent source. 35 degree apertured.
2.54 X 2.54 cm area measured at maximum output
temperature. 0.6 amps applied to lamp.
[F3] Cool White fluorescent source. 35 degree apertured.
2.54 X 2.54 cm area measured at maximum output
temperature. 0.6 amps applied to lamp.
[F4] Violet fluorescent source. 35 degree apertured.
2.54 X 2.54 cm area measured at maximum output
temperature. 0.6 amps applied to lamp.
F5] Red-blue fluorescent source. 30 degree apertured.
2.54 X 2.54 cm area measured at maximum output
temperature. 0.6 amps applied to lamp.
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Standard of Spectral Irradiance: 45-watt quartz-halogen tungsten
coiled-coil filament lamp (Model 245M) supplied by Optronic
Laboratories. Serial number L-376. Operated at a current of 6.50
amperes dc , measured at a distance of 50.0 cm.
INSTRUMENTATION
Tracor Northern TN-6100 Series DARSS (Diode Array Rapid Scan
Spectrometer)
TN-6048 Fixed-Grating Spectrograph
TN-1710 Multichannel Analyzer Mainframe
Optronics Model 740A-D Optical Radiation Measurement System,
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APPENDIX C
RADIOMETRIC DATA AND PLOTS
This appendix contains 5 nm spectral data and
spectroradiometric curves for the sources evaluated in this
study. For the xenon flashes, spectral integrated radiance is
given in Joules per square centimeter per steradian. Spectral
radiance is given for the fluorescent sources in units of wats per
square centimeter per steradian.
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SOURCE: IX1J Kodak (with platen glass, lamps and reflector)
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SOURCE: [XI] Kodak (with platen glass, lamps and reflector)
QUANTITY: Spectral Integrated Radiance ( J/cm2*sr*nm)
244.5 0.303E-07 558.9 0.150E-03
JU . 7
546 . 6
3 3
0. 369E-0 7
0. 574E-07
0. 736E-07
0. 106E-06
0. 137E-06
0. 202E-06
0.247E-06
0.298E-06
0., 346E-06
0..441E-06
0..532E-06
0,, 560E-06
0 ,.530E-06
0,. 692E-06
0,.717E-06
o..735E-06
0,.S48E-06
0,.891E-06
0,.102E-05
0,.115E-05
0,.140E-05
0 .539E-05
0 .334E-04
0 .839E-04
0 .116E-03
0..125E-03
0 .133E-03
0 .137E-0 3
0 .147E-0 3
0 .143E-03
0 .150E-03
0 .154E-03
0 .157E-03
0 .165E-03
0 .181E-03
0 .196E-0 3
0 .1S6E-03
0 .162E-0 3
0 .179E-03
0 .164E-03
0 .150E-03
0 . 144E-03
0 .145E-03
0 .148E-03
0 .152E-03
0 .163E-0 3
0 .158E-03
0 .158E-0 3
0 .158E-0 3
0 .153E-03
565.1 0.150E-0;
t5t..c: Li.j^E- 571.2 0.150E-03
263.0 73 577.4 0.148E-0 3
269.2 10 583.5 0.145E-03
589.7 0 .142E-0S
31.5 20 595.9 0.139E-0 3
602.0 0.136E-0 3
,8 608.2 0.137E-03
300.0 34 614.4 0.133E-03
306.1 4 620.5 0.131E-0 3
312.3 5 626.7 0.125E-0 3
318. 5 .56 632.9 0.120E-03
324.6 . 639.0 0.115E-03
330.8 .69 645.2 0.113E-03:
337.0 . 651.4 0.113E-03,
343.1 0- 657.5 0.10
349.3 . 663.7
0.107E-03-"
355.5 . 669.8 0.107E-0 3
361.6 . 676.0 0.108E-0 3
367.8 . 682.2 0.113E-03
374.0 . 688.3 0.118E-0 3
380.1 . 694.5 0.104E-03
386.3 . 700.7 0.980E-04
392.4 . 706.8 0.942E-04
398.6 . 713.0 0.107E-03
404.8 719.2 0.979E-04
410.9 . 725.3 0.913E-04
417.1 . 731.5 0.104E-03
423.3 . 737.7 0.10 3E-0 3
429.4 . 743.8 0.981E-04
435.6 . 750.0 0.916E-04
441.8 . 756.2 0.891E-04
447.9 . 762.3 0.101E-03
454.1 . 768.5 0.127E-03
460.3 . 774.6 0.770E-04
466.4 . 780.8 0.722E-0 4
472.6 . 787.0 0.761E-04
478.7 . 793.1 0.902E-04
484.9 . 799.3 0.8S0E-04
491.1 . 805.5 0.826E-04
497.2 . 811.6 0.894E-04
503.4 .14 817.8 0.893E-04
509.6 . S24.0 0.240E-03
830.1 0.304E-03
836.3 0.188E-03521 . 9
528 . 1
534.2
540.4 . 854.8 0.625E-04
842.5 0.127E-03
848.6 0.748E-04
860.9 0.654E-04
552.7 . 867.1 0.742E-04
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SOURCE: JX2] Kodak (without platen glass, lamps and reflector)
5.69E-04 t
0.000
290.000 420.000 550.000 680.000 BIO. 000
Wavelength (nm)
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SOURCE: 1X2] Kodak (without platen glass, lamps and reflector)
QUANTITY: Spectral Integrated Radiance ( J/cm2*sr*nm)
\c^ SUk}A
244.5
250 . 7
256 . 8
263 . 0
269.2
8
0
.1
LL'ii
287.
293.
300 ,
30 6 .
31 2 . 3
318.5
324 . 6
330.8
337 . 0
343.1
349.3
355 . 5
361 . 6
367.8
374 . 0
380 . 1
386 . 3
392
398
404
410
417
423
429.4
435.6
441.8
447.9
454.1
460.3
466 . 4
472.6
478.7
484 . 9
491.1
497.2
503.4
509.6
515.7
521 . 9
528.1
534.2
540 . 4
546.6
552.7
551 E
985E
153E
229E
31 4 E
479E
741E
122E
iesE
266E
349E
434E
534E
60 7E
0.697E
0.781E
0.867E
937E
101E
110E
118E
127E
133E
137E
145E
149E
148E
1 52E
156E
0.1 66E
0.1 62E
.169E
.173E
.175E
.184E
.201E
.217E
.20 7E
.179E
.199E
.182E
0.1 67E
0.160E
161E
165E
169E
181E-
175E-
175E-
170E-
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-06
-06
-05
-05
-05
-05
-05
-04
-04
-04
-04
-04
-04
-04
-0 4
-04
-04
-04
-03
-0 3
-0 3
-03
-03
-03
-03
-0 3
-0 3
-0:
-0:
-0:
-0:
-0:
-0:
-0:
-0;
-0:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
03
03
0 3
03
03
0 3
03
03
03
0 3
0 3
XlWm^
558 . 9
565. 1
571. 2
577. 4
583. 5
589 . /
595. 9
60 2. 0
60 3. 2
614. 4
620 . 5
G26 . 7
632. 9
639. 0
645. d
651. 4
657. 5
663. 7
669. 3
676 0
682 2
688 3
694 5
700 "7t
706 8
713 .0
719 .2
725 .3
731 .5
737 "7
743 .8
750 .0
756 .2
762 .3
768 .5
774 .6
780 .8
787 .0
793 .1
799 .3
805 .5
811 .6
817 .8
824 .0
830 .1
836 . 3
842 .5
848 .6
854 .8
860 .9
867 .1
SUx^At
0.168E-0S
0.169E-0 3
0.171E-03
0.169E-0 2
0.166E-0:
0.165E-0 3
0.163E-OS
0.160E-0 3
0.161E-0 3
0.157E-0 3
0.156E-03
0.151E-0 3
0.146E-0 3
0.141E-03
0.140E-G3
0.141E-0 3
0.134E-t]!3
0.135E-0 3
0.137E-03
0.138E-03
0.145E-03
0.152E-03
0.137E-0 3
0.131E-0 3
0 .127E-0 3
0.143E-03
0 .133E-0 3
0.127E-0 3
0.142E-0 3
0.143E-0 3
0 .138E-0 3
0 . 130E-0 3
0 .129E-0 3
0.144E-0 3
0 .178E-0 3
0.112E-0 3
0.104E-0 3
0 .106E-03
0 .123E-0 3
0 . 120E-0 3
0.112E-0 3
0.121E-0 3
0.121E-0 3
0 .323E-03
0 .40SE-0 3
0 .256E-0 3
0.174E-0 3
0.102E-0 3
0.863E-04
0.902E-0 4
0 .102E-0 ^
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SOURCE: [X3] Xerox (lamp and reflector)
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SOURCE: [X3] Xerox (lamp and reflector)
QUANTITY: Spectral Integrated Radiance ( J/cm2*sr*nm)
\ t^ 5^-Cx^a^ X (^ 5 lU/QtAt
244.5 0.331E-06 558.9 0.789E-04
250.7 0.567E-06 565.1 0.791E-04
256.8 0.700E-06 571.2 0.793E-04
263.0 0.105E-05 577.4 0.783E-04
265.2 0.150E-05 583.5 0.765E-04
275.3 0.235E-05 589.7 0.762E-0 4
281.5 0.346E-05 595.9 0.764E-04
287.7 0.523E-05 602.0 0.751E-04
293.8 0.727E-05 608.2 0.757E-04
300.0 0.100E-04 614.4 0.730E-04
306.1 0.123E-04 620.5 0.718E-04
312.3 0.150E-04 626.7 0.710E-04
318.5 0.177E-04 632.9 0.695E-04
4.6 0.199E-04 639.0 0.679E-04rVtr
330.8 0.223E-04 645.2 0.666E-04
337.0 0.242E-04 651.4 0.665E-04
343.1 0.265E-04 657.5 0.649E-04
349.3 0.287E-04 663.7 0.649E-04
355.5 0.30 0E-04 669.8 0.647E-04
361.6 0.319E-04 676.0 0.646E-04
367.8 0.336E-04 682.2 0.668E-04
374.0 0.362E-04 688.3 0.665E-04
380.1 0.386E-04 694.5 0.632E-04
386 3 0.416E-04 700.7 0.632E-04
392.4 0.466E-04 706.8 ?-!??E~?4
398.6 0.532E-04
^.^^
404.8 0.603E-04 719.2 0.6U5E-04
410.9 0.692E-04 725.3 0.S64E-QA
417.1 0.768E-04 731.5 0.6^4E-u4
423.3 0.856E-0 4 737.7 0.6.-..-E
U4
429.4 0.809E-04
435.6 0.837E-04
441.8 0.864E-04
447.9 0.899E-04
454.1 0.917E-04
460.3 0.985E-04
466.4 0.101E-0 3
472.6 0.103E-03
478.7 0.928E-04
484.9 0.109E-03
491.1 0.995E-04
497.2 0.907E-04
503.4 0.860E-04
509.6 0.856E-04
515.7 0.846E-04
521.9 0.856E-04
528.1 0.934E-04
534.2 0.896E-04
540.4 0.879E-04
546.6 0.854E-04
552.7 0.804E-04
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811 .6
817 .8
824 .0
830 .1
836 .3
842 .5
848 .6
854 .8
860 .9
867 .1
0.595E-04
0.57SE-04
0.562E-04
0.600E-04
0.676E-04
0.502E-04
0 .480E-04
0.490E-04
0.541E-04
0 .538E-0 4
0.529E-04
0.536E-04
0.598E-04
0 .127E-0 3
0.132E-0 3
0.102E-03
0 .746E-04
0.515E-04
0.455E-04
0.463E-04
0.509E-04
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SOURCE: JX4] Minolta Auto Electroflash 132X
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SOURCE: [X4] Minolta Auto Electroflash 132X
QUANTITY: Spectral Integrated Radiance ( J/cm2*sr*nm)
244.5 0.364E-06 558.9 0.185E-02
250.7 0.604E-06 565.1 0.184E-0 2
256.8 0.961E-06 571.2 0.183E-02
263.0 0.10 7E-05 577.4 0.182E-02
269.2 0.173E-05 583.5 0.178E-02
275.3 0.225E-05 589.7 0.175E-02
281.5 0.312E-05 595.9 0.175E-02
287.7 0.370E-05 602.0 0.173E-02
293.8 0.486E-05 608.2 0.173E-02
300.0 0.553E-05 614.4 0.169E-02
306.1 0.718E-05 620.5 0.166E-02
312.3 0.789E-05 626.7 0.161E-02
318.5 0.904E-05 632.9 0.159E-02
324.6 0.917E-05 639.0 0.156E-02
330.8 0.110E-04 645.2 0.156E-02
337.0 0.122E-04 651.4 0.155E-02
343.1 0.133E-04 657.5 0.150E-Q2
349.3 0.142E-04 663.7 0.149E-02
355.5 0.160E-04 669.8 0.149E-&2
361.6 0.169E-04 676.0 0.148E-02
367.8 0.193E-04 682.2 0.150E-0 2
374.0 0.192E-04 688.3 0.150E-02
380.1 0.240E-04 694.5 0.142E-02
386.3 0.153E-03 700.7 0.137E-02
392.4 0.777E-03 706.8 0.134E-0,
435.6
466.4
472.6
478.7
484.9
491.1
497 . 2
503.4
509.6
515.7
521 . 9
528.1
534.2
540.4
546.6
552 . 7
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0 .140E-02
0 .172E-02
0 .185E-02
0 .190E-02
0 .198E-02
0 .195E-02
0 .201E-02
0 .203E-02
0 .205E-02
0 .218E-02
0 .226E-02
0 .231E-02
0 .236E-02
0 .220E-02
0 .226E-02
0 .218E-02
0 .208E-02
0 .200E-02
0 .197E-02
0 .199E-02
0 .201E-02
0 .202E-02
0 .194E-02
0 .193E-02
0 .193E-02
0.189E-02
398.6 . 713.0 0.140E-02
404.8 . 719.2 0.134E-0 2
410.9 . 725.3 0.131E-02
417.1 . 731.5 0.138E-0i.
423.3 . 737.7 0.136E-02
429.4 . 743.8 0.131E-02
441.8 . 756.2 0.124E-02
447.9 . 762.3 0.131E-U*.
454.1 . 768.5 0.14/E-U^
460.3 . 774.6 0.114E-U
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842 .5
848 . 6
854 .8
860 .9
0 . 127E-02
0.110E-02
0.114E-0 2
0 . 126E-02
0 .128E-0 2
0.129E-02
0.132E-02
0.142E-0 2
0 .276E-0 2
0.30 5E-02
0 .227E-02
0.179E-02
0 . 133E-0 2
0.117E-02
0.117E-02
.1 0.124E-0 2
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SOURCE: [X5] Canon Speedlite 188A
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SOURCE: [X5] Canon Speedlite 188A
QUANTITY: Spectral Integrated Radiance ( J/cm2*sr*nm)
244.5 0.208E-06 558.9 0.983E-03
250.7 0.325E-0 6 565.1 0.977E-0 3
256.8 0.557E-0 6 571.2 0.975E-0 3
263.0 0.655E-06 577.4 0.970E-0 3
269 .2 0 . 91 7E-0 6 583 .5 0 . 955E-0 3
275.3 0.127E-05 589.7 0.936E-03
281.5 0.172E-05 595.9 0.934E-0 3
287 .7 0.20 5E-0 5 602.0 0 . 923E-0 3
293.8 0.256E-05 603.2 0.921E-03
300.0 0.2S6E-05 614.4 0.909E-03
306.1 0.355E-05 620.5 0.896E-03
312.3 0.421E-05 626.7 0.863E-03
318.5 0.464E-05 632.9 0.856E-03
^24.6 0.531E-05 639.0 0.836E-0 3
330.8 0.584E-05 645.2 0.834E-0 3
3'-!7.0 0.637E-05 651.4 0.833E-0 3
343.1 0.652E-05 *57.5 0.804E-03
349.3 0.691E-05 663.7 0.8U0E-0 3
iZiZ), 0.823E-0! 669.8 0.80 3E-0S
361.6 0.856E-0 5 e76- 0.301E-0 3
367.8 0.114E-04 682.2 0.825E-0 3
374.0 0.242E-04 688.3 0.831E-0 3
380.1 0.901E-04 694. 5 0.774E-03
386.3 0.262E-03 700-7 ?"^?E"f-
392.4 0.506E-03 ;'** S'-^"^
398.6 0.694E-03 Jlf.O ?^iil'?-
404.8 0.807E-03 7^^ ^'H^i
410.9 0.S81E-03 7^5. o 0.,'^uE-u3
417.1 0.921E-0 3 731.5 0.781E-U3
423.3 0.967E-0 3
737-' O.^bE-ua
429.4 0.967E-0 3
435.6 0.100E-02
441.8 0.102E-02
447.9 0.104E-02
454.1 0.112E-02
460.3 0.118E-02
466.4 0.124E-02
472.6 0.125E-02 ^"J l'. 70*1-1 3
478.7 0.112E-C.2
-
0.714E-03
?4-9 0.116E-02 0.704E-03
491.1 0.U2E-0* 0.721E-03
497-2 0.106E-02 81?>8 0.803E-03
503.4 0.102E-0^ 0.222E-02
509.6 0.994E-0,: 0.227E-02
515.7 0.101E-0* 0.153E-02
521.9 0.103E-02 5 0.10SE-02
528-l 0.104E-02 e48ig 0.710E-03
534 -2 0.101E-02 8 0.616E-03
54<^4 0.101E-02 0.624E-0 3
546.6 0.101E-02 2 0.684E-03
743.8 0.742E-0 3
750.0 0.717E-0 3
756.2 0.700E-03
762 .3 0 . 767E-0 3
763.5 0.892E-0 3
774.6 0.635E-0 3
780.8 0.60 3E-0 3
87.0 0.62SE-03
55; .7 0.100E-02
C-12
SOURCE: [X6] Soligor MK-32A
2.56E-03 t
_
CO
*
ai
<
E
u
CD
CJ
c
ro
rH
TJ
ID
rx
TJ
CU
4J
CO
L
2.05E-03
1.54E-03 -
1.03E-03 <
cn 5.13E-04
ID
0.000 +
290.000 420.000 550.000 6B0.000
Wavelength (nm)
BIO. ooo
C-13
SOURCE: [X6] Soligor MK-32A
QUANTITY: Spectral Integral
X c*^) S<-CA/t>>Ao
244.5 0.252E-06
250 . 7 0 .369E-06
256.8 0 . 583E-06
263.0 0.728E-06
269 . 2 0.104E-05
- -> c, 'j 0 .169E-05
281.5 0.290E-05
/ 0.60 3E-05
293.8 0.137E-04
300 .0 0 .307E-04
306.1 0.558E-04
312.3 0.932E-04
318.5 0.144E-0 3
324 . 6 0.195E-0 3
330 . 8 0 .250E-0 3
337 . 0 0.309E-03
343.1 0 .374E-03
349 . 3 0.436E-0 3
355 . 5 0.487E-0 3
361 . 6 0.539E-0 3
367.8 0.589E-0 3
374 . 0 0.650E-03
380 . 1 0.689E-0 3
386 . 3 0.725E-03
392 . 4 0.780E-0 3
398 . 6 0.819E-0 3
404.8 0.80 7E-0 3
410.9 0.830E-0 3
417.1 0.831E-03
423.3 0.841E-03
429.4 0.815E-0 3
435.6 0.827E-0 3
441.8 0.837E-03
447.9 0.842E-0 3
454 . 1 0.895E-0 3
460.3 0.943E-03
466.4 0.106E-02
472.6 0.10 3E-02
478.7 0.892E-03
484.9 0.934E-0 3
491.1 0.908E-03
497.2 0.874E-03
503.4 0.854E-03
509.6 0.857E-03
515.7 0.872E-03
521.9 0.892E-03
528.1 0.925E-0 3
534 . 2 0.922E-03
540.4 0.935E-03
546 . 6 0.944E-03
552.7 0.937E-03
2
ice (J/cm *sr*nm)
558.9 0.929E-0 3
565.1 0.925E-0 3
571.2 0.929E-0 3
577.4 0.926E-0 3
583.5 0.922E-0 3
589.7 0.915E-0 3
595.9 0.89SE-0 3
602.0 0.887E-03
60 8.2 0.887E-0 3
614.4 0.894E-03
620.5 0.899E-0 3
626.7 0.869E-0 3
632.9 0.S53E-0 3
639.0 0.829E-0 3
645.2 0.829E-0.3
651.4 0.837E-0:3
657.5 0.798E-CL3
663.7 0.80 3E-03
669.8 0.816E-0S
676.0 0.820E-0 3
682.2 0.862E-0 3
688.3 0.902E-03
694.5 0.805E-0 3
700.7 0.756E-0 3
706.8 0.750E-03
713.0 0.851E-0 3
719.2 0.777E-0 3
725.3 0.744E-0 3
731.5 0.841E-0 3
737.7 0.827E-03
743.8 0.801E-03
750.0 0.75SE-0 3
756.2 0.746E-03
762.3 0.842E-0 3
768.5 0.101E-0 2
774.6 0.637E-0 3
780.8 0.596E-0 3
787.0 0.609E-0 3
793.1 0-714E-0 3
799.3 0.70 7E-0 3
805.5 0.664E-0 3
811.6 0.684E-0 3
817.8 0.725E-0 3
824.0 0.201E-02
830.1 0.240E-02
836.3 0.166E-0 2
842.5 0.104E-02
843.6 0.593E-0 3
854.8 0.516E-0 3
860.9 0.549E-0 3
867.1 0.627E-0 3
C-14
SOURCE: [X7] Sunpak Auto 522
1.90E-03 t
in
x
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E
o
CD
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c
ro
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ro
rx
TJ
cu
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CO
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ID
1.52E-03 -
1.14E-03
7.62E-04
3.B1E-04
0.000 ?
290.000 420.000 550.000
Wavelength (nm)
680.000 B10. 000
C-15
SOURCE: [X7] Sunpak Auto 522
QUANTITY: Spectral Integrated Radiance ( J/cm2*sr*nm)
X t"-^ SU\&A-k X Cr^ SKx.-OcK
244.5 0.30 7E-0 6 558.9 0.965E-0 3
250.7 0.461E-06 565.1 0.961E-03
256.8 0.70 6E-0 6 571.2 0.963E-03
263.0 0.936E-06 577.4 0.958E-0 3
269.2 0.144E-05 583.5 0.952E-0 3
275.3 0.248E-05 589.7 0.945E-03
281.5 0.477E-05 595.9 0.935E-0 3
287.7 0.102E-04 602.0 0.923E-03
293.8 0.213E-04 608.2 0.920E-03
300.0 0.416E-04 614.4 0.917E-03
306.1 0.68=>E-0 4 620.5 0.915E-0 3
312.3 0.105E-0 3 626-7 0.894E-0 3
318.5 0.150E-03 632.9 0.879E-03
324.6 0.190E-03 e33' 0.861E-03
330.8 0.232E-0 3 e45.2 0.853E-03
337.0 0.27SE-0 3 651.4 0.857E-0.3
343.1 0.326E-0 3 657.5 0.328E-0
349.3 0.375E-03
392.4 0.664E-0 3
398.6 0.70 3E-0 3
404.8 0.710E-03
410.9 0.737E-0 3
417.1 0.755E-0 3
423.3 0.782E-0 3
429.4 0.779E-03
435.6 0.80 3E-0 3
441.8 0.831E-0 3
447.9 0.855E-03
454.1 0.922E-0 3
521.9 0.980E-03
663.7 0.S27E-05
35-.. 5 0.412E-0 3 ee5'S 0.835E-03
361.6 0.453E-0 3 676.0 0.837E-0 3
367.8 0.495E-0 3 eS2'2 0.863E-0 3
374.0 0.54SE-03 ffS-3 ?-!^"?
380.1 0.583E-03 %*'l n"5--l"r-
386.3 0.621E-03 70M '^E"5f
706.8 0.776E-0 3
713.0 0.832E-0 3
719.2 0.792E-0 3
725.3 0.765E-0 3
731.5 0.828E-0 3
737.7 0.829E-0 3
743.8 0.799E-0 3
0 .768E-0 3
0.753E-0 3
0.805E-0 3
0 . 960E-0 3
0 . 668E-0 3
46CI.3 0.972E-03
'
e 62E-0*
466.4 0.107E-02
'"
o^E-OS
472.6 0.110E-02 ,..,, 0.717E-03
478.7 0.930E-0 3 -"\ 0.70-E-03
*M-9 0.104E-02
--
0.68SE-03
4-^-l 0.100E-02 | 0.696E-03
W.2 0.977E-03 g 0.751E-03
503.4 0.954E-03 4 Q 0.157E-02
509.6 0.957E-03 ^ 0.186E-02
515.7 0.970E-03 , 0.146E-02
523.1 0.998E-0 3 84S_6 0.666E-0 3
534.2 0.984E-0 3 &54 # 8 0.571E-0 3
540.4 0.982E-03 86Q>t, 0.585E-0,
546.6 0.983E-03 &671 0.648E-0 3
750 0
756 2
762 3
768 5
774 6
780 r-.
tot .0
793 .1
799 .3
80 5 er
811 .6
817 . 3
82 .0
830 .1
836 .3
842
3 .
8 .
0 , g
867 .
0 . 103E-02
C-16
SOURCE: [X8] Hanimex PRO 550
1.33E-03 t
cn
x
C\J
<
E
u
CD
U
c
ro
1-1
TJ
ro
cr
TJ
CD
4J
ro
r_
D)
CD
4J
C
1.06E-03
7.95E-04
5.30E-04 <
2.65E-04
0.000 *
290.000 420.000 550.000
Wavelength (nm)
6B0.000 B10. 000
C-17
SOURCE: [X8] Hanimex PRO 550
QUANTITY: Spectral Integrated Radiance ( J/cm2*sr*nm)
> Cn-Cl SL<\*)<&- Xp^ SLCk/QAfc
0.175E-0 6 558.9 0.634E-0 3
0.235E-06 565.1 0.631E-0 3
0.366E-06 571.2 0.632E-0 3
0.482E-06 577.4 0.627E-03
0.676E-0 6 533.5 0.624E-0 3
0.995E-06 589.7 0.618E-0 3
0.129E-05 595.9 0.607E-03
0.162E-05 602.0 0.596E-0 3
0.207E-05 608.2 0.594E-03
0.344E-05 614.4 0.595E-03
0 . 454E-05 620 .5 0 . 596E-03
0.658E-0 5 626.7 0.578E-0 3
0.117E-04 632.9 0.566E-03
0.196E-04 639.0 0.549E-0 3
0 . 456E-04 645 .2 0 . 546E-0 3
244. 5
250 . "?
256 . 8
263. 0
26'zi . tL
275. Z'
281. 5
lO' i
293. 3
300 . 0
306. 1
312. C;
318. 5
324. 6
330 . 8
337. 0
343.,1
349., 3
355 .,5
361 . , 6
367.,8
374,,0
380 , 1
386 ,r W'
392,.4
398 ,.6
404 oi->
410 .9
417 .1
423 W
429 .4
435 .6
441 .8
447 .9
454 .1
460 .3
466 .4
472 .6
478 .7
484 .9
491 .1
497 .2
50 3 .4
509 .6
515 .7
521 .9
528 .1
534 .2
540 .4
546 .6
552 .7
0.948E-04
0.145E-0 3 657.5
0 .20 5E-0 3
0.268E-0 3 669.8 0.542E-0 3
0.332E-0 3 ^6.0 0.544E-0 3
0.388E-0 3
0 .562E-0 3
0.595E-0 3
0.594E-0 3
0.616E-0 3
0.625E-0 3
0 .643E-03
0.634E-03
0.651E-0 3
0.667E-0 3
0.681E-03
0-728E-03
0.770E-03
. 1
4
cr r, '-. c
WW w" w>
7
0
7
.
0
.
651 . 4
663. -7
3. 8
676. 0
682 .,2
688.,3
694,,5
700,. 7
706,.8
713,.0
719,.2
725 .3
731 .5
737 .7
743 .8
750 . 0
756 .2
762 .3
768 .5
774 .6
780 .8
787 .0
793 .1
799 .3
805 .5
811 .6
817 .8
824 .0
830 .1
836 .3
842 .5
848 .6
854 .8
860 .9
867 .1
0.551E-0 3
0.531E-&3
0.572E-0 3
0.447E-03 . 0.597E-03
0.487E-0 3 . 0.539E-0 3
0.521E-03 0.511E-0T
0.506E-0 3
0.566E-0 3
0.524E-0 3
0.505E-0 3
0.566E-0 3
0.559E-0 3
0.542E-0 3
0.518E-0 3
0 .509E-0 3
0 .570E-0 3
0.673E-0 3
0.442E-03
0 843E-03
""" 0.418E-03
O.B^fc u: 0.427E-0 3
0-B40E-03
1 0.494E-03
0.736E-03 0.490E-03
S"?3?|:S? ^5 0.465E-030.7^8t U>.
1 0.477E-03
0.698E-0J
6 0.509E-03
-6/4l'ri 0.U5E-020.6t>3E-03 0.131E-0J
0.665E-0J
3 0.108E-02
0.664E-0 3 0.70SE-0 3
I'lllYl* 0.427E-030.655E-03
e > 0.377E-CK
0.6^*-L-UC 0.394E-03
0.650E-03 ^ 0.445E-03
0 .641E-03
SOURCE: [Fl] Green Fluorescent
C-18
3.B7E-04 t
3.10E-04
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cn
x
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E
u
CD
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c
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0.000 *J-1 L ^v^Hl.A ,
290.000 420.000 550.000
Wavelength (nm)
680.000 610.000
C-19
SOURCE: [Fl] Green Fluorescent
2
QUANTITY: Spectral Radiance (W/cm *sr*nm)
X Qr^ Ux) Xc*^ LCX)
244. 5
250 . /
256 . 8
263 . 0
269. c
-.-^er C{. J
281. 5
287. /
293. 8
300. 0
306. 1
312. 3
318. 5
324. 6
330. 8
337. 0
343. 1
349. 3
355. 5
361.,6
367,,8
374.,0
380,,1
386,,3
392,,4
398,.6
404,.8
410,,9
417,.1
423 '
429 .4
435 .6
441 .8
447 .9
454 .1
460 .3
466 .4
472 .6
478 .7
484 .9
491 .1
497 .2
503 .4
509 .6
515 .7
521 .9
523 .1
534 .2
540 .4
546 .6
552 .7
0.130E-07 558.9 0.757E-05
0.178E-07 565.1 0.471E-05
0.287E-07 571.2 0.296E-05
0.346E-07 577.4 0.347E-04
0.447E-07 583.5 0.723E-05
0.711E-07 589.7 0.997E-06
0.992E-07 595.9 0.837E-06
0.104E-06 602.0 0.700E-06
0.190E-06 608.2 0.600E-06
0.322E-06 614.4 0.513E-06
0.255E-06 620.5 0.472E-06
0.590E-05 626.7 0.241E-05
0.349E-06 632.9 0.616E-0 6
0.190E-06 639.0 0.688E-06
0.289E-06 645.2 0.424E-06
0.102E-05 651.4 0.404E-06
0.170E-06 657.5 0.431E-0S
0.226E-06 663.7 ?" ???*"!-?
0.310E-06 669.8 I'lV^T^r
0.198E-05 676.0 0.6661-06
0.209E-04 682.2 O.^dE-06
0.414E-06
0.350E-06
0.467E-06
0.597E-06
0.970E-06
0.707E-04
0.751E-05
0.772E-06
0.781E-06
0.119E-05
0.157E-03
0.308E-05
0.104E-05
0.929E-06
0.934E-06
0.850E-04
. 1
4
-J
9
0
4
0
. /
. 0
.
.,
.,
,
.,
688,,3
694,,5
700,.7
706,.8
713,.0
719,.2
725,.3
731 .5
737 .7
743 .8
750 .0
756 . d'
762 . 3
768 .5
774 . 6
780 .8
787 .0
793 .1
799 . 3
805 .5
811 .6
817 .8
824 .0
830 .1
836 .3
842 .5
848 .6
854 .8
860 .9
867 .1
0.101E-05
0.1S1E-05
0 .226E-05
0.196E-05
0.128E-05
0.133E-05
0.169E-05
0.554E-05
0 .360E-05
0.322E-0 5
0.474E-05
0.487E-05
0.730E-05
0.761E-05
0.753E-05
, www 0.588E-05
0.155E-0.,
?> 0.537E-05
0.417E-U5
?C)3> 0.476E-05
0.131E-04
?^C)i 0.526E-05
0 . 370E-04
"
g > n # 433E_o5
0.938E-04
gn> 0.233E-04
0.175E-03 0.431E-05
0.223E-03 0.112E-05
0.211E-03
e il 0.176E-05
0.171E-0 3 gi 0.626E-06
0.126E-03
S 0.513E-0 5
0.177E-0!
0.536E-04 0.145E-05
0 . 339E-04 g _ q 0 .633E-0 6
0.127E-03
eg > 0.847E-06
0.135E-04
C-20
SOURCE: [F2] Light Blue Fluorescent
3.93E-04 t
3.15E-04
2.36E-04
r_
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CD
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c
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0.000
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Wavelength (nm)
680.000 BIO. 000
SOURCE: [F2] Light Blue Fluorescent
QUANTITY: Spectral Radiance (W/cm2*sr*nm)
C-21
X OW) L(X) X (.***) LCX^
244.5
250 . 7
256 . 8
263 . 0
26'9 . 2
275.3
2S1.5
.' b / /
293 . 8
300.0
306.1
312.3
318.5
324.6
330 . 8
337 . 0
343.1
349.3
355 . 5
361.6
367 . 8
374 . 0
380 . 1
386.3
392 . 4
398.6
404.8
410.9
417.1
423.3
429.4
435.6
441 .8
447,
454,
460 ,
466.
472,
478,
484.9
491.1
497,
503,
509,
515,
521,
528,
534,
540,
,9
,1
,3
,4
,6
,7
,2
,4
,6
,7
,9
,1
,2
,4
546.6
0.
0,
0,
0,
0,
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
S22E-0
164E-0
170E-0
255E-0
457E-0
576E-0
811E-0
,987E-0
, 184E-0
.476E-0
.296E-0
.681E-0
.595E-0
.235E-0
.346E-0
.101E-0
. 315E-0
. 366E-0
.532E-0
.155E-0
.202E-0
.163E-0
.241E-0
.362E-0
.563E-0
.851E-0
. 759E-0
. 245E-0
.222E-0
.267E-0
. 313E-0
.176E-0
.415E-0
.426E-0
.461E-0
.491E-0
.515E-0
.535E-0
. 556E-0
.561E-0
.575E-0
.570E-0
.565E-04
.553E-04
.547E-04
.533E-04
.516E-04
.488E-04
.472E-04
. 140E-03
.'wo . :
565
571
577 ,4
,5
595.9
602.0
608.2
614.4
620 . 5
626.7
632.9
639.0
645.2
651.4
657.5
663.7
669.8
676.0
682.2
688.3
694 . 5
700.7
706.8
713.0
719.2
725.3
731
737
743
750
756
762
768
774
780
787
793.1
799 . 3
805
811
817
824
830
836
842
848.6
854.8
860 . 9
867 . 1
0 4 0 0 E - 0 4
0 378E-04
0 355E-0 4
0 597E-04
0 372E-04
0 238E-04
0 267E-0 4
0 250E-0 4
0 230E-04
0 213E-04
0 194E-04
0 203E-04
0 165E-04
0 152E-04
0 138E-04
0 127E-04
0 116E-04
0 106E-03
0 9S4E-0 5
0 892E-05
0 815E-0 5
0 770E-05
0 770E-05
0 748E-05
0 669E-0 5
0 550E-05
0 .496E-05
0 .476E-05
0 .75SE-05
0 .504E-05
0 .420E-0 5
0 .452E-05
0 .431E-0 5
0 .505E-0 5
0 533E-0 5
0 . 479E-05
0 . 339E-05
0 .342E-05
0 .342E-0 5
0 .457E-05
0 .521E-05
0 .214E-0 4
0 .685E-05
0 .428E-05
0 .531E-0 5
0 .4S1E-0 5
0 . 822E-0 5
0 . 642E-05
0 .620E-05
0 569E-05
C-22
SOURCE: [F3] Cool White Fluorescent
4.15E-04 t
3.32E-04
2.49E-04
r_
in
x
ru
<
E
u
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ro B.29E-05
TJ
ro
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0.000
290.000 420.000 550.000
Wavelength (nm)
680.000 B10. 000
C-23
SOURCE: [F3] Cool White Fluorescent
2
QUANTITY: Spectral Radiance (W/cm *sr*nm)
X o.-o> L-CX) X tM^ *-(x\
244.5
250 . 7
256.8
263.0
269.2
275.3
281 . 5
287. 7
293.8
300 .0
306.1
312.3
318.5
324 . 6
330.8
337.0
343.1
349.3
355.5
361 . 6
367.8
374.0
380 . 1
386.3
392 . 4
398.6
404.8
410.9
417.1
423.3
429.4
435.6
441.8
447.9
454.1
460.3
466.4
472.6
478.7
484.9
491.1
497.2
503.4
509.6
515.7
521 . 9
528.1
534 . 2
540.4
546.6
552.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
691E-0!
130E-0
198E-0
236E-0
362E-0
613E-0
669E-0
909E-0
118E-0(
0.311E-0i
0.289E-0
0.603E-0
0.501E-0
0.301E-0
0.274E-0I
0.988E-0
0.315E-0
0.393E-0I
0.488E-0
.145E-0
.*08E-0
.132E-05
175E-05
233E-05
339E-05
494E-05
703E-04
165E-04
127E-04
.154E-04
182E-04
175E-0 3
251E-04
45E-04
63E-04
0.279E-04
0.293E-04
302E-04
314E-04
312E-04
320E-04
0.311E-04
0.307E-04
0.302E-04
0.307E-04
0.320E-04
0.347E-04
0.384E-04
0.449E-04
0.159E-03
0.623E-04
558 .9
565 .1
571 .2
577 .4
583 .5
589 .7
595 .9
602 .0
608 .2
614 .4
620 .5
626 . 7
632 .9
639 .0
645 .2
651 .4
657 .5
663 .7
669 8
676 .0
682 .2
688 .3
694 .5
700 7
706 8
713 0
719 2
725 3
731 5
737. 7
743. 8
750 . 0
756. 2
762. 3
763. 5
774. 6
780. 8
787. 0
793. 1
799.
805. 5
811. 6
817. 8
824. 0
830 . 1
836. j!
842. 5
848. 6
854. 8
860 . 9
867. 1
0 .692E-04
0 .766E-04
0 .819E-04
0 .115E-03
0 914E-04
0 .810E-04
0 757E-04
0 698E-04
0 .624E-04
0 .547E-04
0 .469E-04
0 .423E-04
0 . 341E-04
0 .289E-04
0 .242E-04
0 .203E-04
0 .170E-04
0 .142E-04
0 .122E-04
0 .103E-04
0 .S80E-05
0 . 773E-05
0 .738E-05
0 .690E-05
0 .591E-05
0 .455E-05
0 390E-05
0 366E-05
0 656E-05
0 419E-05
0 314E-05
0 380 E -05
0 351E-05
0 455E-05
0 497E-05
0 410E-05
0 246E-05
0 245E-05
0 260E-0 5
0 415E-05
0 493E-05
0 224E-04
0 613E-05
0 283E-05
0 408E-0 5
0 316E-05
0 766E-0 5
0 524E-05
0 459E-05
0 3S0E-05
0 40SE-05
SOURCE: [F4] Violet Fluorescent
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SOURCE: [F4] Violet Fluorescent
QUANTITY: Spectral Radiance (W/cm2*sr*nm)
X Q") *>(x^ X i~\ LQ^
244
250 /
256 b'
263 .0
269 rrrl
275 .3
281 .5
287 -?
293 C'
300 .0
306 .1
312 .3
318 c
324 .6
330 .8
337 .0
343 .1
349 r*.. W
355 .5
361 .6
367 .8
374 . 0
380 .1
386 w'
392 .4
398 .6
404 .8
410 .9
417 1
423 3
429 4
435 6
441. 8
447. 9
454. 1
460. 3
466. 4
472. 6
478. 7
484. 9
491. 1
497. 2
503. 4
509. 6
515. 7
521. 9
528 . 1
534. 2
540 . 4
546. 6
552 . 7
0.843E-08
0.104E-07
0 .247E-07
0.286E-07
0 .337E-07
0.488E-0 7
0 .670E-0 7
0.715E-07
0.145E-06
0.313E-06
0 .238E-06
0.416E-05
0 .3S2E-06
0.212E-06
0.275E-06
0.742E-06
0 .354E-06
0.394E-06
0.458E-06
0.108E-05
0.126E-04
0.923E-06
0.151E-05
0.372E-05
0.939E-05
0.235E-04
0.105E-03
0.163E-0 3
0.279E-03
0 .332E-03
0.292E-03
0.339E-03
0.142E-03
0.840E-04
0.492E-04
0.280E-04
0.157E-04
0.904E-05
0.552E-05
0 .336E-05
0.288E-05
0.169E-05
0.139E-05
0.120E-05
0.124E-05
0.997E-06
0.936E-06
0.951E-06
0.112E-05
0.840E-04
0.169E-05 867.1
553 .9
565 .1
571 .2
577 .4
583 .5
589 .7
595 .9
602 .0
60S .2
614 .4
620 .5
626 .7
632 .9
639 .0
645 .2
651 .4
657 .5
663 .7
669 .8
676 . 0
682 d
688 C;
694 .5
700 .7
706 8
713 .0
719 2
725 3
731 5
737 7
743 8
750. 0
756. 2
762. 3
768. 5
774. 6
780. 8
787. 0
793. 1
799. 3
805. 5
811. 6
817. 8
824. 0
830 . 1
836. 3
842. 5
848. 6
854. 8
860. 9
0 .793E-06
0 .735E-06
0 .602E-06
0 .238E-04
0 .599E-0 5
0 .499E-06
0 511E-06
0 .414E-06
0 .431E-06
0 .405E-06
0 . 337E-06
0 . 166E-05
0 .430E-06
0 . 380E-06
0 . 30 7E-06
0 .202E-Q6
0 .359E-06
0 . 346E-0'6
0 .453E-CC6
0 . 339E-06
0 .419E-06
0 .514E-06
0 .121E-05
0 150E-05
0 128E-05
0 468E-06
0 391E-06
0 34SE-0 6
0 218E-05
0 131E-05
0 686E-06
0 153E-05
0 119E-0 5
0 273E-0 5
0 320E-05
0. 245E-05
0. 701E-06
0. 116E-0 5
0. 1S5E-05
0. 429E-05
0. 676E-05
0. 243E-0 4
0. 1S1E-04
0. 148E-0 4
0. 222E-04
0. 271 E -04
0. 372E-0 4
0. 349E-04
0. 330E-04
0. 293E-04
0. 266E-04
C-26
SOURCE: [F5] Red-Blue Fluorescent
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SOURCE: [F5] Red-Blue Fluorescent
2
QUANTITY: Spectral Radiance (W/cm *sr*nm)
X o^ l-CVj X o>-0 LOT)
244.5 0.533E-08 558.9 0.183E-04
250.7 0.110E-07 565.1 0.186E-04
256.8 0.136E-07 571.2 0.176E-04
263.0 0.166E-07 577.4 0.424E-04
269.2 0.350E-07 583.5 0.363E-04
275.3 0.381E-07 589.7 0.465E-04
281.5 0.717E-07 595.9 0.537E-04
287.7 0.817E-07 602.0 0.466E-04
293.8 0.118E-06 608.2 0.929E-04
300.0 0.223E-06 614.4 0.451E-03
306.1 0.166E-06 620.5 0.481E-04
312.3 0.490E-05 626.7 0.521E-04
318.5 0.338E-06 632.9 0.706E-04
324.6 0.167E-06 639.0 0.162E-04
330.8 0.276E-06 645.2 0.127E-04
337.0 0.839E-06 651.4 0.223E-04
343.1 0.236E-06 657.5 0.124E-0r4
349.3 0.266E-06 663.7 0.148E-04
355.5 0.340E-06 669.8 0.786E-CF5
361.6 0.122E-05 676.0 0.602E-05
367.8 0.176E-04 682.2 0.570E-05
374.0 0.824E-06 688.3 0.141E-04
380.1 0.107E-05 694.5 0.116E-04
386.3 0.164E-05 700.7 0.679E-05
392.4 0.271E-05 706.8 0.318E-04
393.6 0.413E-05 713.0 0.410E-04
404.8 0.681E-04 719.2 0.465E-05
410.9 0.141E-04 725.3 0.350E-05
417.1 0.937E-05 731.5 0.585E-05
423.3 0.110E-04 737.7 0.397E-05
429.4 0.132E-04 743.8 0.366E-05
435.6 0.156E-0 3 750.0 0.412E-0 5
441.8 0.184E-04 756.2 0.313E-05
447.9 0.176E-04 762.3 0.50 3E-0 5
454.1 0.190E-04 768.5 0.545E-05
460.3 0.203E-04 774.6 0.43<;E-05
466.4 0.208E-04 780. 8 0.180E-U5
472.6 0.222E-04 787.0
0.178E-05
478.7 0.231E-04 793.1
O.^OdE-0..
484.9 0.232E-04 799.3 0 .4U'E-0j
491.1 0.242E-04 805.5 0.5bwE-Uw
497.2 0.238E-04 811.6 '!!!^-,:lf
503.4 0.238E-04 817.8
O.^aE Uw-
509.6 0.235E-04 824.0
O.^UE-Uw-
515.7 0.233E-04 830.1 O.^bE-Oo
521.9 0.226E-04 836.3 i'tHl -\i
528.1 0.220E-04 842.5 '!1?E"^
534.2 0.226E-04 848.6 0.48^E-0w
540.4 0.220E-04 854.8 0.413E-U5
546.6 0.113E-03 860.9 0.^b/E-05
552.7 0.213E-04 867.1 U.wlE-0w
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